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ABSTRACT 

I have designed and constructed a bakable, ultrahigh-

vacuum mass spectrometer for the detection of tenuous beams of 

atoms or molecules. This device has been used in conjunction with 

an atomic-beam magnetic-resonance apparatus to make a precision 

measurement of the ratio of the gJ factor for the 4So/
2 

ground 

state of atomic nitrogen to the gJ factor for the 2Sy
2 

state of 

14 4 ) 1 C 39 2s ) potassium. The result is gJ(N , S% gJ K , y
2 

= 0.9999196(20), where the stated error represents two standard 

deviations; assuming gJ for K39 to be 2.002295(2), we find 

gJ(N14 , 4 So/) = 2.002134(5). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis concerns itself prnnari}y with two topics: 

the construction of an apparatus of general utility, and the first 

successful experiment carried out using that apparatus - a preci-

sion measurement of gJ for ground-state atomic nitrogen. A third 

topic will also receive some brief attention: the unsuccessful 

efforts that were made to produce a beam of the free radical CH, 

for the purpose of making a direct, determination of the lambda 

doubling frequency in its ground state. 

In the remainder of the introduction I shall describe the 

atomic-beam magnetic-resonance technique, discuss the desirability 

* of having a universal detector for molecular beams, and explore 

the preferred characteristics of such a detector. 

A. Atomic-Beam Magnetic-Resonance Technique 

The first systematic exploitation of the properties of 

molecular beams was carried out by Professor Otto Stern at the 

University of Hamburg, where he engaged in an extensive program of 

research from 1922 to 1933. The work of Stern and his associates 

firmly established molecular-beam techniques in the repertoire of 

experimental physics. 

The property of molecular beams that is so useful is that 

the atoms or molecules in sD.ch a beam are non-interacting. They 

* For the most part the terms "molecule" and ''molecular" imply 
both atoms and molecules. 
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suffer no collisions with each other, with residual gas molecules; 

or with surfaces, except insofar as the experimenter desires. The 

experimenter is free to tailor the environment of the beam so that 

it passes through various configurations of electric or magnetic 

fields, either static or time-varying. He is then able to study 

the interactions of the effectively isolated atoms or molecules of 

the beam with these various fields. 

Field configurations that are particularly suitable for 

studying the properties of atoms or molecules have become more or 

less formalized, and are now considered. independent techniques in 

their own right. One such technique is the atomic-beam magnetic-

resonance technique. 

Figure 1 shows a typical arrangement of the magnetic 

* fields for a magnetic resonance experiment. The whole apparatus 

is enclosed in a vacuum envelope in which a sufficiently low pres

sure (- 10-7 Torr) is maintained so that the mean free path of the 

species 1n the beam is many times the length (-3 m) of the 

apparatus. 

The beam is generated by an "oven" or "source." Within 

the source, one usually has a fairly high pressure, perhaps 

1 Torr. Molecules effusing from the source slit into the much 

better vacuum surro~ing the source travel very nearly in stra:ight 

lines owing to the absence of collisions. Molecules that make it 

* The arrangement used in this experiment. 
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Fig. 1. Magnetic field configuration for a "flop-in" atomic
beam magnetic-resonance apparatus. 
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through the beam-defining aperture pass into the A magnet gap. 

The pole pieces of the A magnet are shaped so that the 

field has an approximately constant, large gradient in the region 

of the gap accessible to the beam. If the species forming the 

beam has a magnetic moment t, that moment will interact with the 

gradient of the field B, and the atom or molecule will experience 

a deflecting force F = -~C-t•B) in the A magnet. The direction of 

the deflection is determined by the relative orientation of the 

magnetic moment and the gradient of the field. 

The C region is a uniform field region, so the beam 

experiences no deflection there. Within the C region there are, 

however, two structures. One is the collimator, which acts to 

determine precisely the beam geometry. The other is the "hairpin": 

any of a class of devices designed to apply a time-varying electro

magnetic field to the beam.· 

The B magnet is identical to the A magnet in construction 

and orientation. As a result, if the time-varying fields in the 

hairpin either cause no transition or cause a transition that does 

not rever~e the direction of the magnetic moment, the species in 

the beam will be further deflected in the same direction as in the 

A magnet, and they will not reach the detector. On the other hand, 

if a transition which "flips" the magnetic moment does occur, the 

deflection will be oppositely directed, and that portion of the 

beam undergoing such a transition will be detected. Consequently, 

the flux of atoms or molecules from the source reaching the detec-
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tor serves as a measure of the portion of the beam undergoing a 

transition which changes the direction of the magnetic moment. The 

stopwire merely serves to prevent any fast or undeflected portion 

of the beam from reaching the detector.' 

Given the relation for electromagnetic radiation E = hv, 

the frequency v of the time-varying field at which an observed 

transition occurs tells one the energy difference between the 

states connected by that transition. Since the tr~ition takes 

place in a region to which a uniform magnetic field can easily be 

applied, one can study the Zeeman dependence of the transition 

frequency and, hence, of the energy structure of the states connec-

ted by the transition. 

B. Desirability of a Universal Detector 

In a beam experiment of this type, it is obvious that 

indispensible roles are played by both the source and the detector. 
' 

It is necessary to be able to produce, as well as to detect, a 

beam of a particular species in order to study it. Furthermore, 

the nature of the species one wishes to study, and the design of 

the source as well as of the detector, are strongly mutually depen

dent. Certainly: forming a beam of a refractory metal requires a 

different approach than forming a beam of, for example, metastable 

helium. It is not quite so obvious that the choice of an optimal 

detector is also influenced by the nature of the species. 

Nevertheless, certain classes of molecular species are 
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best detected by devices which rely upon rather different physical 

phenomena. In the case of metastable helium, one is dealing with 

a state about 20 eV above the ground state. Upon encountering a 

metal surface, such an excited atom has a high probability of 

ejecting an Auger electron. If the Auger electrons are focused 

upon the ·first dynode of an electron multiplier, one has an excel

lent device capable of detecting single metastable helium atoms. 

When dealing with alkali metals, it is most convenient to 

make use of the phenomenon of surface ionization. Here the low 

ionization potential of the species, coupled with the high work 

function of a metal such as tungsten, brings about a high proba

bility for the tunneling of the valence electron into the metal. 

If the metal is heated, the ion "evaporates," and the ion current 

leaving the heated surface is a measure of the flux of alkali 

atoms impinging upon the surface. 

In experiments with isotopes having half-lives in the 

range of a few minutes to a few months, it is convenient to use 

the emitted nuclear radiation itself to detect the species. One 

introduces a clean surface into the beam machine through a va~ 

lock, collects the beam on the surface for same standard period of 

time, and then removes the surface to a counting station. The 

radioactivity measured at the counting station is proportional to 

the integrated particle flux arriving at the surface while it was 

in the beam. 

Until the early 1950's, these and a few other very clever 

' j 
i 

.i 
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detection teclmiques, which made use of special properties of the 

species urider study, accounted for all of the molecular beam 

research done. Although special detection techniques work very 

well, they exclude from study a very large number of atoms and 

·.molecules for which they are not applicab+e. Motivated by this 

circumstance, Wessel and Lew1 designed and constructed a mass 

spectrometer with an electron bombardment ionizer for use as a 

universal molecular-beam detector. 

In their apparatus, the beam to be detected was allowed 

to enter the ionization region of the spectrometer. It was then 

cross-bombarded with electrons, and the ions formed were extrac

ted, accelerated, and mass-analyzed. Only a small fraction of the 

beam atoms, about 3 in 104 (for potassium) were ionized; and of 

these ions, only a fraction reached the ion detector. The mass 

separation of the beam ions from ions created from residual-gas 

molecules was necessary since the density of beam molecules in 

the ionizer was orders of magnitude lower than the density of 

residual-gas molecules. At most mass numbers, even with the mass 

separation, they observed that the ion current due to the residual 

. gas was much larger than the current due to a beam. However, by 

modulating the beam and using lock~in detection, they were able 

to observe transitions using the mass spectrometer as their 

detector. 

'" 
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'· 
C. Preferred Characteristics of the Universal Detector 

Already well delineated in the work of Wessel and Lew, one 

sees the trio of problems that plague the designer of a mass spec-

trometer universal detector. As far as mass spectroscopy is con

cerned, a beam is a very small sample. The difficulties inherent 

in this fact are caused and compounded by interference from resi

dual gas, and by the intrinsically low probability of ionizing an 

atom or molecule that passes just once through the ionizer, spend

ing only a fraction of a millisecond in that region. 

It is instructive to evaluate the equivalent partial pres

sure of the beam in the ionizer. In our apparatuS, which places 

the ionizer 3 m from the source, a full beam flux at the ionizer 

of 1012 molecules/cm2/sec is a strong beam. Here, "full beam" 

flux refers to the flux observed with all magnets off, and all col

limators and beam stops removed. The peak flux at resonance de

pends upon the energy level structure of the species, but in the 

atomic case, might be expected to be of the order of 1% of th~ fUll 

beam. Taking into account that a typical average velocity for a 

beam is about Sxlo4 em/sec, one finds the peak density in the 

ionizer while observ~11g a transition to be approximately 
~ >!, 

2x105 molecules/ cm3• , Jllis corresponds to a partial pressure in 
. ~ ·-

the ionizer due to the b~~ of Sxlo-12 Torr. In commercial analyt-

ical spectrometers, partial pressures of the sample in the ionizer 

range from 10-4 to 10-6 Torr. 

As a result of the low beam density, for every universal 
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detector constructed thus far, the proportion of the molecules in 

the ionizer that are beam molecules is quite low. This fact be

comes the dominant consideration in deciding upon the general 

characteristics of the universal detector. It is, of course, de-

sirable to have a residual-gas composition with the least possible 

number of components. These two requirements imply that the in-

strunent should be designed to operate in the ultrahigh-vacuum 

range, and that it be constructed in a manner that allows outgas

sing at elevated temperatures. 

It is not inmediately apparent just how the third problem, 

the low ionization probability, enters. Consider, for a moment, 

the practical limits to the sensitivity of the detector. If the 

residual gas peak at the mass munber of interest is JIU.lch smaller 

than the contribution due to the beam, there is no difficulty, so 

only consider the reverse situation. Then, if s is the signal 

count rate due to the beam and b is the backgrmmd count rate, 

one has b >> s. The integration time necessary to obtain a 

desired signal-to-noise ratio n is approximately 

2 
t 

_ n b 
-2. (1) 

s 

Now let b' and s' be the densities in the ionizer of the inter-

fering residual gas molecule and the beam molecule, respectively; 

then b = c:b ' and s = c:s ', where c: is a factor proportional to the 

ionizer ~fficiency and to the efficiency of transmission of the 

ions from the ionizer to the ion detector. The integration time 
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1 2 b' 
t = -n -

€ . s ,2 • 
(2), 

Thus, the integration time is inversely proportional to the effi-

ciency of the ionizer, as well as to the transmission efficiency; 

it is precisely length of integration time that is the practical 

limit to the sensitivity of the detector. So another pair of 

desirable characteristics becomes apparent; one would like maximum 

transmission efficiency as well as the maximum possible ionization 

probability. 

Since this apparatus is to be a general-purpose instnunent, 

it should have the ability to resolve adjacent masses over the 

* range of atomic masses; so a resolution of 1/250 is required. 

Just how these various characteristics were sought will be 

discussed in the next section. 

* Resolution is defined as one over the mass number at which equal 
amplitude mass peaks are just resolved, as determined by some cri
teria. Two COIIIIJlOnly used criteria require that the valley between 
the peaks be no higher than 10% or 1% of the height of either peak 

II 
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Fig. 2. Mass-spectrometer universal molecular-beam detector. 
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I I. MASS SPECTRCMETER UNIVERSAL DETECTOR 

A. Design 

The design of the universal detector was greatly aided by 

the availability of published descriptions of several such detec

tors which had been constructed subsequent to the work of Wessel 

and Lew. 1
-

8 It was hoped that we could improve substantially upon 

their sensitivity and performance through careful design of the 

vacuum system. In the twelve years intervening between the publi

cation of the Wessel and Lew article and the initial design stud

ies for this apparatus, the technology of ultrahigh vacuum had 

made tremendous strides. In 1953 ultrahigh vacuum was in its 

infancy. 

In this chapter I will give a general description of the 

mass spectrometer, and then discuss in more detail features pert

inent to its use as a beam detector. 

1. General Description 

It is easiest to obtain a clear idea of the function of 

the various parts of the spectrometer by following a beam molecule 

through the apparatus (Fig. 3) . Upon leaving the final vacuum 

chamber of the beam machine proper, such a molecule passes through 

a gate valve, a welded bellows, and finally a directional entrance 

into the ionizer. Within the ionization region, the beam is 

cross-bombarded with electrons from hot thoriated-tungsten fila

ments. The positive ions created pass through a system of elec-

,;. 
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trades which transport them from the ionizer into the accelerating 

structure. Here the ions are accelerated by a very uniform field 

from the +5-kV potential, at which the ionizer floats, to ground. 

The uniformity of the accelerating field is important in assuring 

that the entranc~ condition for proper operation of the quadrupole 

focusing device is met: that the velocities of the ions be direc-

ted parallel to t.~e axis of the quadrupole. The two-section elec

trostatic quadrupole b~ings the ions to a horizontal focus on the 

entrance slit of the momentum analyzer, and to a vertical focus 

raughly in the center of the analyzer magnet. 

Since all of the ions have very nearly the same energy per 

unit charge, the magnetic field separates tl1e ion beam into dif-

ferent trajectories according to their charge-to-mass ratio. One 

sets the magnetic field so that only ions having the desired ratio 

of charge to mass successfully negotiate the beam tube, and pass 

* through the exit slit of the momentum analyzer. 

Inunediately beyond the exit slit, the ions fall through an 

additional 4.45-kV potential difference, and strike an aluminized

copper target at an angle of 60° to the normal. The secondary 

electrons ejected by the impact of the 9.45-keV ions are focused 

upon the first dynode of an 18-stage venetian-blind Be-Cu electron 

multiplier. The anode of the electron multiplier is at ground 

potential. 

* Here we are considering singly-charged ions; ion current peaks 
due to multiply charged ions are not routinely used for beam de
tection since they are usually much smaller than the "parent" peak. 

... 
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. The current at the ancxle is meas~red directly with a 

Keithley Model 410 C electrometer; or, when the neutral beam to be 

detected is modulated, the modulated component is extracted using 

a Princeton Applied Research HR-8 lock-in amplifier. Alternately, 

if the count rate is sufficiently low, pulse-counting equipment 

is used. 

Size. The spectrometer (Fig. 2) is about 6 ft long and 

about 6 ft in maximum width and height. Its total weight is 

approximately two tons, with a little more than half that concen-

trated in the magnet. It is of interest to examine the considera

tions which led to the construction of such a leviathan. There 

are three: the shape of the entering beam, the requirement that 

the instrument'have a resolution of 1/250, and the desire that the 

transmission be high even at high resolution. 

The overall scale of any magnetic-sector spectrometer is 

fixed by the dimensions of the magnet. Assuming that one has de

cided upon the more common 60° sector type, the pertinent dimen-

sions are the radius of curvature and the height of the gap. 

Here the desired resolution determ1nes the first, and the shape of 

the neutral beam determines the second. 

An expression for the resolution which is adequate for our 

purposes is: 

Res = (3) 

where s1 is the width of the entrance slit, s2 is the width of the 

" 
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exit slit, and R
0 

is the radius of curvature of the ion path in 

the magnetic field. It would seem from the above expression that 

there should be no difficulty in obtaining arbitrarily high reso

* lution with even a very small magnet. Of course, that is not the 

case. First/of all, as one decreases the width of the entrance 

slit, the width of the ion image at the exit slit asymptotically 

approaches a non-zero limit. This is due, in part, to the fact 

that magnetic-sector momentum analyzers with straight field bound-

aries are only first-order direction focusing, and not at all 

velocity focusing. 8a Inhomogeneities in the field and other non-

ideal conditions also make a contribution to this min~n image 

size. The rnaxinn..un resolution obtainable with a particular magnet 

is given by (mininn.un image width/R
0
). 

A more stringent limitation upon the resolution is imposed 

by the desire to optimize the transmission. The ion beam will 

have some width at the plane of the entrance slit of the momentum 

analyzer. If one makes the entrance slit narrower than the width 

of the ion beam, some of the ions will be lost and the transmis

sion will not be optinn.un.t With our quadrupole focusing device, 

we can expect a minimum ion beam width at the entrance slit of 

approximately 0.025 in. 9 In the case of symmetrically located 

* By convention, one speaks of "high" resolution when the number 
defined as the resolution is small. 
t In analytical spectrometers, which rarely use quadrupole de
vices, it is not uncommon to lose 99% of the ion beam to the 
entrance slits. Transmission is sacrified to obtain high reso
lution. 
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entrance and exit slits such as we have, the magnification is' 

unity. Therefore, the smallest sum of entrance and exit slit 

widths that can be used is 0.050 inches. Then, to meet the reso-

lution requirement, one must have a radius of curvature of 12.5 

inches. Our magnet is a commercial 12-inch-radius mass-

spectrometer magnet. For reasons to be discussed in Section 

II.A.4~ a 13-inch-radius ion path is actually used. 

The neutral beam entering the mass spectrometer is 

ribbon-shaped; it is approximately 3/4-in high by 1/8-in wide. In 

order to maximize the signal, the ionizer must be able to accom-

modate this size beam. Since little, if any, reduction in beam 

size occurs inside the ionizer, the beam entering the quadrupole 

is certainly no smaller than this. Operated in the desired mode, 

the quadrupole actually increases the vertical dimension of the 

ion beam by about a factor of 2. After one takes into account the 

thickness of the beam tube walls, and allows for some clearance 

between the pole pieces and the beam tube, the minimum gap that 

permits ·vlOO% transmission through the beam tube is 7/8 in. That 

is the gap of the magnet used in this instrument. 

Miscellaneous features. A few other features are worth 

mentioning at this point: all slits are externally adjustable, as 

is the orientation of the directional entrance; the entire spec-

trometer can be scanned ~ 1/2 inch laterally to obtain a beam pro

file; the magnet is mounted on a track so that it may be with-

drawn for bakeout of the beam tube; with the use of a handwheel 
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drive and a permanently mounted indicator gauge, the magnet may 

be returned to its former position to within 0.001 in; a retract

able mirror is provided (in the beam tube) for use in the optical 

alignment of the mass spectrometer and the beam machine. 

2. Vacuum Design 

The final goal of the vacuum design is to minimize both 

the total pressure in the ionizer and the complexity of the 

residual-gas spectrum. The modes of pursuing that goal are based 

upon the following equation12
: 

(4) 

where Pu is the ultimate pressure measured in Torr, L is the leak 

rate in Torr-liters/sec, and S is the pumping speed in liters/sec. 

Here we include in the leak rate L all sources of gas, both 

internal and external, in a given region, chamber, or system, as 

the case may be. With the meanings of the symbols suitably mod-' 

ified, this equation also holds for each constituent of the resid

ual gas. It is clear that to attain both goals, one needs to 

minimize the leak rate and maximize the pumping speed for all 

constituents of the residual gas. The approaches taken by various 

workers to attain similar goals are described in a number of very 

useful texts 1 0 -
1 4 and periodicals.15 ' 1 6 

Most of the effort in any vacuum design is directed at 

minimizing L. There are three contributions to 1: real leaks, 

virtual leaks, and material outgassing. Under the heading of real 
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leaks are included leaks from atmosphere, and influx of gas from 

other regions of the vacl.rulTl system. Virtual leaks are the result 

of the slow release, via high impedance paths, of gas mechanically 

trapped in crevices in the interior of the vacmun system. Out

gassing involves the release of gas from the materials of which 

the system is constructed. By following certain standard prac

tices, all of these sources of gas can be minimized. 

In the case in point, the vacmun envelope is constructed 

· primarily of type 304 austenite stainless steel (304 S.S.). For 

special purposes, types 316 and 347 were used. With few excep

tions, the demountable joints make use of copper gasket seals sim

ilar to, and compatible with, the Varian "Conflat" type. The 

exceptions are the flanges associated with the ion pumps, which 

are of the foil-seal variety. Non-demountable joints are tungsten 

inert- gas (Heli-arc) welded, with argon used as the inert gas. 

Within the vacuum system, again type 304 S.S. predomi

nates. Oxygen Free tHigh Conductivity (OFHC) copper is the next 

most frequently used metal. Grids are made of tungsten wire. All 

insulators subject to heating are either quartz or alumina. Other 

insula tors used are Lava A, Boron Nitride, and, in ore or two cases, 

Pyrex. All of the materials used have very low vapor pressures, 

may be outgassed at 425°C, and exhibit superior vacuum properties 

after bakeout. Leaks from atmosphere and virtual leaks have been 

minimized by using, wherever possible, proven components and 

designs . 
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To attain our stated goals, however, we must go beyond 

using standard components and ultrahigh-vacuum design practices. 

Consider the two main sources of residual gas in the ionizer: 
' 

influx of gas from regions other than the ionizer, and outgassing 

of ionizer materials. Of the two sources, ionizer outgassing 

poses the tougher problem. The difficulty is that the ionizer 

generates heat - from hot filaments and electron bombardment of 

surfaces -and outgassing rates increase exponentially with 

temperature. 

There are two approaches to the problem. One is to 

exhaust the supply of gas adsorbed on the ionizer surfaces by 

I 

driving it off at temperatures much higher than those encountered 

in normal operation. The other is to cool as much of the ionizer 

as possible. Both approaches are used in this instrument. The 

ionizer is mounted on a l/4;...inch copper plate which is maintained 

in good therma-:1 contact with a liquid nitrogen Dewar. This serves 

to cool all ionizer parts except the filrunents and the anode. 

These structures are routinely outgassed at high temperature be

fore operation of the spectrometer as a beam detector is. begun. 

Gas influx from the rest of the spectrometer is minimized 

by maintaining as low a residual-gas pressure as possible in the 

* ionization chamber. The use of standard ultrahigh. vacuum design 

* Here there is room for confusion over terminology. "Ionization 
chamber" means the vacuum chamber that houses the ionizer. "Ion
izer" means the entire device which brings about ionization and 
which forms the ions into a beam. "Ionization region" means that 
portion of the ionizer in which ionization takes place. 

' v 
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practices, bakeout of th~ entire mass spectrometer system, and 

. * fast pumps on the ionization chamber accomplish this task . 

However, gas can also enter the ionizer directly from the beam 

apparatus. The aperture which admits the beam is necessarily 

aligned with the ionizer, so that most of the residual gas that 

finds its way into the spectrometer from the beam machine comes 

through the ionizer. Steps that were taken to decrease this 

source of gas influx include: cleaning the entire beam machine, 

and replacing the diffusion pump oil with low-vapor-pressure 

(2xlO-lO Torr at 20°C) Dow-Corning 705; replacement of the detec

tor chamber of the beam machine with a fast-pumped copper

gasketed stainless steel chamber to act as a buffer between the 

high pressures of the rest of the beam machine and the mass spec

t:rometert; and connecting the universal detector to the beam 

apparatus via a highly effective directional entrance. 

The purpose of a directional entrance is to discriminate 

against residual gas molecules; it does this by making use of the 

highly collimated character of the beam (the residual gas is 

wholly uncollimated). This particular directional entrance con-

sists of a stack of nickel-alloy tubes, each with 0.040-in outside 

* The ionization chamber is pumped by two 6-in National Research 
Corporation Orb-Ion pumps, as well as by an NRC VHS-4 4-in diffu
sion pump. The ion pumps are rated at 800 t/sec each. The diffu
sion pump is rated at 1200 i/sec, but a trap and a right-angle 
valve reduce its pumping speed at the system port to about 
100 i/sec. · 
t The new beam-machine detector chamber is pumped by an NRC 
VHS-6 diffusion pump with a rated speed of 2400 i/sec. 
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diameter and 0.002-in wall about a half-inch long; they are 

aligned parallel to each other and to the beam. Calculations in

dicate that the transmission for the beam is about 80%; trans-

mission for residual gas, about 4%. 

To ameliorate further the problems' caused by residual gas 

in the ionizer -whatever its sources -provision has been made to 

pump the ionization region cryogenically with a surface maintained 

at 4°K. This surface is separated from the ionizer only by an 

optical baffle at 77°K, which is included to shield the helium

cooled surface from radiation emitted by the hot filaments. 

Complexity of spectra. So far, nothing has been said 

about what can be done to minimize the complexity of the spectrum. 

Very complex spectra result primarily from the presence of 

organic molecules, especially heavy organics. When a molecule 

consisting of many atoms experiences an ionizing collision with an 

electron, a two-step process ensues. In the first step, the mole-

cule looses an electron, becoming an ion. Because the collision 

takes place in a time short with respect to vibrational or rota-

tiona! motions, the shape and orientation of the molecule are not 

immediately affected. If, as is most likely, the collision also 

leaves the ion in an excited electronic or vibrational state, then 

the ion may decay ·to some lower energy state by an allowed trans-

ition. With many-atom ions, the energy level structure is 

exceedingly complex. Frequently, many of the available lower-
l 

energy states are unstable: that is, transitions to these states 
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Fig. 4. Residual gas spectra. (A.) Of an oil-contaminated 
system. (B.) Of the same system after the contamination 
has been removed. 

I)! 
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result in the dissociation of the molecular ion into fragments, 

with the positive charge carried off by one or another of the 

fragments. By this mechanism, a single organic constituent of 

the residual gas can be responsible for scores of peaks in the 

residual-gas ma,ss spectrum. 

So the most obvious way of keeping the residual-g<;is spec

trum clean is to avoid any possible source of organic contamina

tion. One must notronly avoid organic constn1ction materials, but 

also take care with the cleaning and handling of parts prior to, 

and during, assembly (Sec. II.B), and give due consideration to 

this problem in the choice of vacuum components to be used; dif

fusion pump oil is the most conmon source of organic contamination. 

One may eliminate trouble with diffusion pump oil by elim

inating oil pumps entirely; one can rely solely upon ion pumps or 

mercury diffusion pumps. Because oil diffusion pumps are used on 

the beam machine, such a radical solution was not open to us. It 

is true, though, that with sufficient care an oil diffusion pump 

may be used with little, if any, organic contamination. It is 

necessary that the pump be separated from?the system by an excel

lent liquid nitrogen trap which is kept continuously cold. Should 

the trap at any time warm to room temperature, contamination im

mediately takes place, making necessary a very thorough bakeout 

of the system to drive off the contaminants. Figure 4 illustrates 

the difference in the residual-gas spectrum of our system when it 

is contaminated with D.C. 705, and when the contamination has been 
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removed by several bakeouts. 

We chose to make getter-ion pumps the primary pumping sys

tem. for the mass spectrometer, but also included a well- trapped, 

oil diffusion pump, whicl1 can.be valved off, for use during bake

out. The use of the diffusion pump during bakeout, when the 

system is least susceptible to contamination, allows one to phys

ically remove the heavy gas loads produced during bakeout, and to 

partially rejuvenate the ion pumps as well. However, due to dis

appointing performance of the ion pumps, the diffusion pump saw 

much more regular service. Figure 5 schematically shows the uni

versal detector pumping system. 

3. Ionizer 

Figure 6 gives some of the construction details of the 

ionizer. In the ionization region proper, two parallel planes of 

fine (0.002-in diameter) W wire are formed by winding the wire on 

two lightly-threaded (SO turns/in) alumina support rods. Before 

this tungsten grid was wound, No. 26 nichrome wire was wound in 

the threads of the upper rod, so that in the finished device each 

successive turn of the tungsten wire makes contact with each suc

cessive turn of the nichrome wire. This assembly constitutes the 

anode structure. The neutral beam passes through its center. The 

thoriated trmgsten filaments are staggered on'either side of the 

anode, and the whole ionization region is contained in the gap of 

a small electromagnet. 

At the downstream end of the anode there is an extraction 
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Fig.6. T\vo views of the ionizer. 
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grid with built-in hot wire, followed by a preliminary accelera

tion grid, and a series of three rectangular cylinders. These 

transmit the ion beam out of the ionizer and into ti1e main accel-

erating structure. The second cylinder is made with each side 

insulated from the others, to allow steering of the ion beam. 

Typical operating currents and voltages (referred to the 

upstream end of the filaments) are given in Table I. 

Table I. 

Emission current 

Anode (upstream end) 
Anode gradient 

Pole pieces 

Hot-wire extractor 

Preliminary accelerator 

ls t Cylinder 
2nd Cylinder 

3rd Cylinder 

20 rnA 

70 v 
15 v 

-18 v 
-200 v 

-1,100 v. 
-1,100 v 
-4,000 v 
-2,000 v 

Electrons emitted by the filaments are accelerated toward 

the anode structure, but since it is 80% transparent they osci~

* late through it a number of times before being collected. The 

magnetic field confines the electrons to the ionization region.t 

* Attempts were made to use wire as fine as 0.0005-in dia., but it 
proved to be too hard to handle. 
t In later versions of the ionizer, the magnet was not used. For 
reasons not wholly understood, stable operation of the ionizer 
could only be obtained with the magnet off. Also, the magnet 
windings were suspected of being a major source of gas within the 
ionizer, so they were removed. 
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The electron current establishes a negative space-charge distribu

tion within the anode in the region occupied by the neutral beam. 

* The resulting potential well has a depth given approximately by 

2 -
~V = 2.8xl01 a nJ volts 

yl/2 

wher.e V is the filament-anode voltage, a is the width of the anode 

structure (here 0.2 in or -0.5 em) in em, J is the current density 

in ma/cm2, and n is the average number of oscillations through the 

anode structure per electron.· This well confines the ions fonned 

from beam molecules to the central region of the anode structure, 

preventing them from leaking out to the filaments. A de current 

is run through the nichrome wire resistor mounted on the upper 

support rod. This current establishes an anode-gradient voltage 

between the upstream and the downstream ends of the anode. As a 

result, each turn of the W wire fanning the anode is at a slightly 

different potential; the net effect is to establish a unifonn ex

traction field throughout the ionization region. A further extrac-

tion field is applied by the hot-wire extractor grid mounted at 

the downstream end of the anode. 

If not too large, the fraction of the neutral beam mole-

cules which are ionized in such structure is given approximately 

by 

(5) 

* Calculated from Poisson's Equation on the basis of a number of 
crude assumptions • 
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where Ni is the munber of beam molecules ionized per second, N is 

the number of beam molecules incident upon the active region of 

the ionizer per second, ~ is the length of the ionization region

in cmJ v is some characteristic velocity of the beam molecules, 

and a is the ionization cross section. It is immediately clear 

that, to increase the fraction, one may increase ~ or n J. When 

the length of the ionization region becomes excessive, however, 

extraction of the ions becomes difficult, particularly if an 

extraction field is only applied to the end of the anode struc

ture. Neither is increasing n J free of difficulty: As this quan

tity increases, space charge effects become more and more impor

tant, and trapping of the ions in the space charge well becomes a 

problem. By building an extraction field into the anode structure 

itself, it was hoped that both problems could be alleviated. 

Because it was felt that there were major uncertainties as 

to how well the ionizer would work, the device was mounted on a 

single copper plate in such a way that it could be very easily 

removed for modification, or for replacement with an ionizer of an 

entirely different design. 

4. Quad!UPole Focuser, Momentum Analyzer, and Ion Detectors 

From this point on, the design is concerned primarily with 

delivering the beam ions to the detectors with minimum loss, and 

good detector efficiency. 

Quadrupole. The quadrupole focusing device is shown in 

Fig. 7. It consists of two sections of four stainless steel 

1 I 
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XBB 687-4535 

Fig. 7. Electrostatic quadrupole lens, with the accelera
ting structure and slit assembly. 
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cylindrical electrodes each; a short drift space separates the two 

quadrupole sections. In the first section, the horizontal pair 

of cylinders are set at a positive potential, +VO(l), while the 

top and bottom cylinders are set at -VO(l). In the second section 

it is the vertical cylinders that are set at +VO(Z), and the 

horizontal at -VO(Z). It is not hard to see that, for positive 

particles, the first section focuses horizontally, but defocuses 

vertically, while the second section does the reverse. \Vhat is 

not obvious is that, for a proper choice of dimensions and poten-

tials, the combined effect of both sections can be focusing in 

both the horizontal and the vertical planes. For a two-section 

quadrupole, the horizontal and the vertical foci will always be 

displaced from one another; the lens is astigmatic. For applica-

tion to mass spectroscopy, this is desirable; it is this property 

that allows one to have the horizontal focus at the entrance slit, 

and the vertical focus at the center of the ion path through the 

magnet. 

Quadrupole focusing devices have been extensively dis-

cussed in the literature 9 '
18

-
20

, especially their application to 

high-energy particle optics. But since none of the specific de-

signs described were applicable to this instrument, a computer 

program was written to explore the focal properties of two-section 

quadrupoles as a function of the various design parameters and the 

applied potentials . A listing of the program, together with a 
' 

short explanation, is given in Appendix A. With its aid, 
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optimum design parameters and potentials were easily chosen. 

Momentum analyzer. The design of the quadrupole concen

trates mainly on maximizing transmission through the entrance slit 

and avoiding loss to the top and. bottom of the beam tube; the de

sign of the momentum analyzer deals with maximizing transmission 

through the ~ slit and avoiding loss to the walls of the beam 

tube. 

In the approximation that the magnetic field is constant 

within some "effective" boundaries, and zero everywhere else, the 

design of the momentum analyzer is quite straightforward; fringing 

fields, however, introduce a complication into the calculation of 

the location of the ion image for a given location of the object 

(entrance) slit. They also make it difficult to know the lateral 

position of the ion beam along the path from_entrance slit to de

tector, There exist a number of semi-empirical rules and proce

dures to cira.unvent these difficulties 22 ' 23 ; unfortunately in our 

case, each procedure tried gave a significantly different result 

from every other. So again, recourse was taken to computer model

ing. A very flexible ray-tracing program was written to enable 

one to study the focal properties of any straight-.boundary 

magnetic-sector momentum analyzer. Fringing field information, 

from either calculations or measurements, is entered explicitly 

for the specific magnet to be used. The ray tracing is done simul

taneously for three trajectories, so the location of the image is 

obtained with one pass through the program. A listing of the pro

gram is given in Appendix B. 
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One of the parameters which must be decided in using this 

program is the radius of curvature of the ion path in the uniform

field region. It was mentioned' earlier that we used a 13- in radius 

ion path even though our commercial magnet was made for a 12-in 

mass spectrometer. This choice was made because it was felt that 

the following design constraints were desirable: For ease of 

alignment, the leading boundary of the magnet should be parallel 

to the flange in which the entrance slits are mounted; the loca

tion of the entrance and exit slits should be symmetrical; the 

ion path should stay as close to the center line of the magnet as 

is practical. ·These three conditions are most simply met by 

making use of the slightly larger-radius ion path. 

Once the appropriate location of the object slit was found 

with the "paper mass spectrometer," the beam trajectory given by 

the program was plotted and the beam tube designed around that ion 

path. The plot, with an outline of the beam tube, is shown in 

Fig. 8. TI1e beam tube itself is made from 2-in O.D. type 316 S.S. 

(low permeability) tubing; it was bent to the desired angle and 

flattened to fit the magnet gap in tl1e manner described by 

Thorness and Nier. 24 

Detector. The ion detector assembly (Fig. 9) is designed 

so that two masses, separated by only a small mass difference, can 

be monitored simultaneously by two separate electron multipliers. 

Ion beams of the two masses impact opposite sides of the target; 

the secondary electrons ejected are collected by electron multi-
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Fig_. 9. Ion detector assembly. 
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pliers facing each side of the target. This feature could be use-

ful in experiments involving two isotopes of the same element. 
'1.•! 

The target is OFHC copper, but the surfaces subject to 

ion impact have been aluminized to take advantage of the desirable 

secondary-electron emission characteristics of aluminum. 25 ' 26 It 

was not made entire!_y of aluminum because the available· conunercial 

alloys that have reasonable machining properties are unsuitable 

for use in bakable u1 trahigh-vacuum systems. The 60° angle be-

tween the incident beam and the normal to the surface provides a 

factor of two, over normal incidence, in the number of secondary 

electrons ejected. 
I 

5. Power Supplies 

The major concern in choosing power supplies for the mag

net, as well as for the preliminary and main accelerating voltages, 

is their stability; if these supplies are not sufficiently stable, 

the signal at the ion detectors will vary erratically as the ion 

beam drifts on and off the exit slit,. 

With this in mind, the accelerating voltage supplies were 

chosen to be John Fluke MOdels 405B and 410B. The quoted stabil

ity for both is 5 parts in 105 per hr. The magnet, as well as its 

associated power supply and field regulator, was purchased from 

Magnion, Inc. The quoted field stability, obtained with the 

Magnion Model FFC-4 rotating-coil field regulator, is 5 parts in 

106 per day. This field-regulating device allows one to set the 

fielddigitally, by means of five decade switches; it also pro-
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vides for a variety of modes of field sweep. The use of this 

field regulator, in conjunction with the Magnion Model HS 1050 

power supply, makes the spectrometer exceptionally convenient to 

use. 

The only other point of note concerning power supplies is 

that all of the supplies associated with the ionizer had to be 

floated at 5 kV; low-voltage power supplies are not nonnally de

signed to withstand 5 kV between their output tenninals and their 

chassis. So all of the ionizer power supplies were mounted in the 

inner rack of a double enclosure, with the outer panels main

tained at ground potential. Line current was fed to the floating 

supplies through isolation transfonners with 20-kV insulation. 

Control shafts were brought out through insulated shaft couplings; 

connections between the floating supplies and the ionizer were 

made with RG8/U cable, which can withstand voltages greater than 

30 kV. 

B. Ultrahigh-Vacl:filiTI Cleaning and Handling Techniques 

All of the techniques described in Section II.A.2 will not 

produce the desired result -minimum ultimate pressure and clean 

residual-gas spectrum -unless stringent measures are taken to get 

and keep the components clean that fonn the would-be ultrahigh

vacuum system. Because cleanliness is the least generally appre

ciated aspect of ultrahigh-vacuum technique, it is instructive to 

consider some numbers. 
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A monolayer of surface-adsorbed gas consists of about 

Sxlo14 Jnolecules/cm2• If these molecules occupied a volume of 

1 cm3 in the gas state, the resulting pressure would be 

1,2Sxlo- 2 Torr, or 12.5 microns -not exactly ultrahigh vacuum. 

These numbers are easily extrapolated to ~e practical case in 

which there are almost always many layers of adsorbed gas present. 

Consider a fingerprint, I '11 assume, for lack of better informa

tion, a fingerprint to be approxiinately 5 microns thick, to occupy 

-1' cm2, and to consist of molecules with a characteristic cross

sectional area of 100 A2 -five times that of methane. This ~gle 

fingerprint contains about 106 times as many molecules as does the 

gas phase in a 100-liter (volume) vacuum system at 10-lO Torr. Of 

course, these numbers have little to do directly with ultiinate 

pressures - they merely demonstrate that seemingly negligible 

sources of contamination represent very large quantities of gas, 

at least insofar as ultrahigh vacuum is concerned. It is not hard 

to understand, though, why cleanliness is t)le single most· impor

tant determinant of both ultimate pressure and character of 

residual-gas spectrum in ultrahigh-vacuum systems. Now we go on 

to describe the techniques used to make this universal detector a 

clean machine. 

For our purposes, dirt may be divided into the following 

categories: surface-adsorbed gas and other particulate and non

particulate surface contaminants; gas absorbed into the bulk of 

the material; gas and especially hydrocarbon contaminants (cutting 
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oils) buried just beneath the surface by the machining processes. 

Surface and immediate subsurface contaminants are most 

easily eliminated by removing the contaminated surface region it

self. For this purpose, all vacuum chambers and large machined 

* pieces were mildly etched by the Diversey process. Smaller 

pieces were electropolished.t In both cases, very thorough wash

ing of the parts in large volumes of flowing water was necessary 

to flush away all trace of the acids used in the baths. Final 

cleaning was done with distilled water followed by one or two 
' 

rinses in pure ethyl alcohol. Unlike acetone and methyl alcohol, 

. ** ethyl alcohol leaves little surface residue. 

Gas absorbed in the bulk of materials rarely represents 

the pressure-limiting factor, unless either the material is porous 

or it is heated in the course of operation. This source of gas is 

most easily reduced by vacuum-firing the parts in question. In 

our case, all of the ionizer parts, both metal and ceramic, were 

fired at 800-1000°C (orange heat) for an hour in a va,cuum system 

constructed for that purpose. Vacuum firing can also be used with 

good results against surface contaminants, but it is a very time-

consuming process if many parts are involved. 

* A soak in a hot solution containing a proprietary mixture of 
acids and wetting agents. 
t Stainless steel parts were electropolished using bath EPSS-3 
given in Ref. 14. Copper pieces were polished in concentrated 
phosphoric acid. 
** It is necessary to store the ethyl alcohol in glass or metal 
containers. If it is stored in plastic containers, it too leaves 
a residue. 
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Once the parts are clean, one must take measures to keep 

them clean during handling, storage, and assembly. Parts are 

stored in a dust-free environment, and all handling and assembly 

is done with the use of clean lint-free nylon gloves. 

The above measures are effective against contaminants 

other than surface-adsorbed gas from the air - any exposure to air 

maintains or rejuvenates the adsorbed gas layer. Outgassing from 

this source can only be reduced by bakeout of the whole system 

after it has been put under vacuum. Baking at a temperature as 

low as 100°C helps considerably, but best results are obtained with 

bake temperatures in the range of 300-425°C. Such baking does not 

remove all of the adsorbed gas; rather, it drives off those layers 

which are relatively loosely bound to the surface. The remaining 

layers are tightly bound, and so contribute only minimally to the 

residual gas pressure. 

Very thorough discussions of methods to ensure system 

cleanliness may be found in Refs. 11 and 14. 

C. aperating Characteristics 

1. Residual Gas 

A general understanding of the vacuum characteristics of 

the universal detector can be gained from Fig. 10. Here we have a 

mass scan from zero field up to the field necessary to bring Cs133 

onto the ion detector. The cesium is present as a beam, the flux 

of which is equivalent to a partial pressure in the ionizer of 

'I 
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Fig. 10. Residual gas spectrum plus a full beaJ!l of cesium. 
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-z.SxlO-ll Torr.* The major residual gas peaks are at masses 2, 
+ + . + + 

18, and 28, and are due to H2, H2o , and (N2 + co ) . Using the 

ionization cross section data compiled by Kieffer and Dunn, 27 one 

can calculate the approximate partial pressures of the major re

sidual gas constituents. One finds that H2 has a partial pressure 
. -10 

of -s.lxlO . Torr, and (N2 +CO) -probably mainly CO- represents 
-11 . a partial pressure of -8xlO Torr. The total pressure in the 

ionization region proper, therefore, is approximately 

6.2xlo-10 Torr. This spectrum was taken with 5.6 rnA of emission 

current, and -40 eV electrons. The valve to the· beam apparatus 

was open to admit the beam; the ionizer Dewar was filled with 

liquid nitrogen, but the 4°K cryo-pumping surface was not in use. 

The pressure registered by a Bayard-Alpert gauge in the ionizer 

t...';-t.. 1 -ll T t Th" d th . 1 CJ~~~er was sx 0 orr. 1s spectrum an ese part1a pres-

sures.are typical of the results obtained when the spectrometer is 

in optimum condition: when it is free of gross organic contarnina-

tion, as well as of any sizable leaks. 

The conditions represented above are reached by a sequence 

of operations which will now be sketched. Within a day or so of 

pumping, after the system has been up to atmosphere, the pressure 

* The beam flux is measured by a hot-wire detector in the neutral 
detector chamber - the chamber of the beam machine immediately 
preceding the mass spectrometer. 
t Pressure measured in the lo-ll Torr range with this gauge. 
(Varian Model UHV-14) is approximate since the gauge x-ray limit 
is Zxlo-11 Torr, and since the pressure indication is quite noisy. 
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reaches the low 10-7-Torr range. At this point, a bake 

cycle is conunenced. Under bake, the pressure goes up to as high 

as lxl0-4 Torr in the early stages, and then slowly declines to a 

pressure in the high 10-7-Torr range. About 24 hrs after baking 

is started, the heating elements are turned off. While the system 

is still hot, the ion gauges and ion pumps are outgassed. Care 

is tciken to allow the system to cool slowly - the oven is left 

over the system for 8 to 10 hrs after the power has been turned 

off. This is done to avoid thermal stresses which may lead to 

leaks; almost all of our major leaks opened up during the 

cool-down cycle. 

After the oven has been removed, the ion pumps are put 

into normal operation for a day or two; the pressure drops into 
' -10 

the mid-10 -Torr range. Keeping the diffusion pump connected 

to the system and shutting off the ion pumps - allowing them to 

pump only by the gettering action of the evaporated titanium 

surface they contain- produces a base pressure between 1.0 and 

I.Sxio- 10 Torr in the ionizer chamber. At this point, filling the 

ionizer Dewar with liquid nitrogen brings the base pressure down 

to -Sxlo-11 Torr. After a vigorous outgassing* of the ionizer 

filaments and anode structure, one obtains a residual gas spectrum 

similar to that in Fig. 10. Opening the valve to the beam machine 

(when the neutral-detector chamber is in the mid- to low-10-8-Torr 

* By operating the ionizer at high emission current and high 
anode voltage, about 200 rnA and 300 V, respectively. 

·• 

' 
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range) produces an initial pressure burst of a few seconds' dura-

tion; once equilibrium is reached, the ionizer chamber pressure 
-11 is, at most, one unit on the 10 Torr scale higher than before 

* the valve was opened. 

The behavior of the getter-ion pumps deserves more comment. 

When it was discovered that lower pressures could be ,reached with 

the pumps off - using the ion pumps as getters only - an effort 

was made to identify the gas which the pumps were generating while 

functioning in their normal mode. 

were primarily producing methane. 

It was established that they 
+ The CH4 peak at mass 16 was 

observed to decrease by a factor of 15 (in 20 min) after the ion 

pumps were turned off. It was learned that methane evolution from 

hot titanium is not unusual. t The quantity of CH4 observed, how

ever, is much greater than that reported by a representative of 

the rnanufacturer, 28 or by the inventor29 of the Orb-Ion pump. ThE 

may well be the result of differences in the processing of the 

titanium used in the original anodes (supplied with the pump) and 

in the titanium which was used to make replacement anodes. 

Another point concerns the liquid helium cryopump: To 

date, we have not been able to use it. It has been installed 

twice. Each time, a leak in the L.He fill line has forced its 

removal. When finally its problems are solved, its use should 

* Provided that the ionizer Dewar is cold; if it is not, a pres
sure rise of ~ 2 units on the lo-10-Torr range is observed. 
t Ref. 11, p. 402. 
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bring about a further, very substantial reduction in the height 

of most. residual gas peaks. 

2. Molecular-Beam Detection Efficiency 

The cesium peak in Fig. 10 represents a cesium beam de

tected with an efficiency of about 6,7xlO-S- one count for every 

l.Sxl041 neutral cesium atoms incident upon the universal-detector 

* entrance aperture. Careful optimization of all controls, along 

with an increase in emission current from 5.6 to 39 rnA, produced 

a factor-of-ten enhancement in detection efficiency. Because de-

tection efficiency is a major determinant of the universal detec-

tor's sensitivity, various studies were made to ascertain which 

factors limited detection efficiency in this device. 

The transmission of the directional entrance (0.8) and the 

presence of various grids in the ion beam path set an upper limit 

of ~o.ss on detection efficiency. The most severe limit, however, 

is the ionization efficiency. With the use of Eq. 5, one eval

uates the ionization efficiency to be 5.4xlo-4 n for 5.6 rnA 

emission current, and 3.8xl0-3 n for 39 rnA emission current. 

(Here, a5 before, n is the average number of oscillations through 

the anode structure which the electrons make before being collec

ted. Because the transparency of the anode structure is -0.8, n 
has a maxinrum value of 5.) 

* These efficiencies are calculated from the cesium ion current 
on the hot wire in the last chamber of the beam machine, the cur
rent from the electron multiplier detecting the cesium peak, and 
the measured gain of the detection system. · 

,. 

-. 
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Two separate measurements were carried out to determine 

the transmission.efficiency of the ions to the detectors. They 
. . * 

both yielded a value of about 10%. One measurement involved the 

use of the hot wire in the hot-wire extractor grid to ionize a 

part of the cesium beam. The other measurement -carried out on 

residual gas at a pressure of -10-6 Torr -compared the current 

to the extractor grid (when the preliminary accelerating grid was 

biased to prevent any ions from going beyond the extractor grid) 

with the current to the detectors (when the preliminary accelera-

tor was biased as usual) . It is probable that most of the loss 

occurs within the ionizer's three-cylinder lens system rather than 

in the beam tube. These same high-pressure data allow one to get 

some idea of the value of nand the extraction efficiency, if one 

assumes that the pressure in the ionization region is the same as 

that read by the gauge in the ionization chamber.t For the par-

ticular potentials used, the product of the two is about 0.4. 

All of the above measurements are made in ways which allow 

many objections to be raised as to their accuracy. Certainly it 

cannot be claimed that any particular measurement is accurate to 

* At another· time, with wider entrance and exit slits and a more 
careful optimization of the focusing potentials, a transmission of 
19% was measured. 
t The high pressure was reached by valving off the diffusion pump 
with the ion pumps kept off. In 24 hrs without pumping, the pres
sure rose to -lxlo-6 Torr, with the largest peak due to argon, and 
the only other significant peaks due to methane. This spectnun 
suggests that the above assumption is valid, since the argon and 
methane probably result from re-emission by the ion pumps . 

. ·, 
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better than 30%. Furthennore, since the measurement procedures 

themselves necessitate changing potentials on various electrodes 

from their usual settings, there is some question as to how char-

acteristic the measured values are. Nevertheless, I think that 

the measurements give one a qualitative idea of where the losses 

in 'detection efficiency occur. 

Certainly the biggest loss is due to. low ionization effi

ciency. Here again, the question arises: Why not simply go to 

higher emission current? The answer is clearly indicated in 

Fig. 11. Beyond some optimt.un value (which depends upon electron 

energy, anode gradient voltage, and extraction potential), higher 

emission current decreases, rather than increases, the detection 

efficiency. 

The detection efficiency for this apparatus, insofar as a 

comparison can be made, seems to be comparable with that reported 

for other universal molecular-beam detectors}- 3
'

5
-

7 with the 

exception of those built by Weiss 4 and by Brink, 8 who have both 

obtained detection efficiencies well over an order of magnitude 

* higher. In both of their ionizers, the phenomenon illustrated in 

Fig. 11 either does not occur or occurs at much higher emission 

currents. A new ionizer , a variant upon Brink's design, has been 

constructed but not yet installed and tested. It is hoped that 

this new design will improve not only ionization efficiency, but 

* As appropriately scaled for differences in beam velocity and 
ionization cross section according to Eq. 5. 
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Fig. 11. Detection efficiency vs emission current (in rnA). 
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extraction efficiency and transmission as well. 

3. Resolution 

The efficiency with 39 rnA em~ssion current (-6.7xl0-4) was 

obtained with a resolution of about 1/35, rather than 1/250. The 

reason for the lower resolution is that the size of the ion beam 

at the entrance slit of the momentum analyzer is much larger than 

expected; consequently, to obtain optimum transmission one must 

operate at lower resolution (wider slits). The reason for this 

enlarged ion beam size is that we do not operate the ionizer in 

such a way that 'the entrance conditions for the quadrupole focus

ing device are properly met. In order to optimize the trans

mission of the beam through the three-cylinder focusing system in 

the ionizer (and consequently the overall detection efficiency), 

unexpectedly large potentials must be applied to the cylinders. 

As a result, even after the ions pass through the uniform-field 

accelerating structure, their velocities are not all parallel to 

the quadrupole axis. In the new ionizer, an attempt has been 

made to overcome this problem. 

Fortunately, resolution is not a major problem for this 

universal molecular-beam detector. The only time it is a matter 

of concern is when one has insufficient resolution to resolve the 

beam ions from those due to a major residual gas peak at a nearby 

mass number. Since the residual-gas spectrum is quite clean above 

mass 35, such interference is unlikely, unless the interfering 

mass also comes from the beam source itself. 

\ 
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I I I • ATIEMPTS TO PRODUCE A BEAM OF CH 

A. Motivation 

The impetus for a laboratory measurement of the ground-

* -state lambda-doubling transition frequency in CH comes from radio 

astronomy. At the inception of this project, the only discrete 

radio spectra that had been observed in the interstellar medium 

were due to the hyperfine structure of atomic hydrogen, and to 

the lambda doubling of the ground state of the hydroxyl radical, 

OH. The wealth of information, as well as the perplexing puzzles 

uncovered by observations on these species, suggested that it 

would be very useful to be able to use other molecules as probes 

of the interstellar medium. The free radical CH was a prime can

didate; it has been known1 since 1937 that CH is present in inter

stellar space. Even prior to the discovery of the interstellar OH 

lines, it had been suggested2 that the lambda-doubling transition 

in CH might be of interest to radio astronomy; it is an electric 
I 

dipole transition, and it falls in a favorable part of the micro-

wave spectrum - -3000 MHz. Following a prediction of the transi

tion frequency by Sklovskii 3 based upon much earlier optical 

measurements reported by Mulliken,~ an attempt was made to detect 

the interstellar CH lines. 5 Failure of this attempt stimulated a 

higher-precision optical determination by Douglas and Elliott6 

(which, however, relied upon an extrapolation from higher rota-

* A discussion of lambda doubling is presented in Appendix C. 

'I 
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tiona! levels based upon the Van Vleck7 theory of lambda doubling), 

and a more direct optical determination by Goss 5
; the result Goss· 

* quotes disagrees with that of Douglas and Elliott by ~400 MHz. 

In spite of these more recent measurements, searches for the 

interstellar CH lines have produced negative results; at least 

five such searches have so far been undertaken. 8 

It is certain that a much more precise measurement of the 

lambda-doubling transition frequency would greatly facilitate the 

radio search for interstellar CH; the spectral region of the 

search would be narrowed, making possible a corresponding increase 

in the time available for integration at each frequency. If the 

lambda-doubling transition itself could be observed in a molecular 

beam experiment, the uncertainty in the transition frequency 

would be reduced by more than a factor of 103. However, before 

such an experiment can be carried out, it is necessary to generate 

a beam containing an observable concentration of CH. 

B. §xploratory Efforts 

The earlier attempts to produce a beam of CH were made 

with the use of a small, differentially pumped molecular-beam 

apparatus constructed for that purpose; the detector was an E.A.I. 

Quad 250A quadrupole mass spectrometer .. The beam was modulated by 

a mechanical chopper, and the modulated component of the mass

spectrometer output signal extracted with a Princeton Applied 

* .Goss gives the transition frequency as 3030 : ~~ MHz; Douglas 
and Elliott give 3400 MHz, with no estimate of their error. 
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Research Model JB-4 lock-in amplifier. The chamber containing the 

detector operated at a pressure - lxl0-7 Torr. This system was 

used because, at the time these studies were undertaken, the uni-

versal detector described in Section II was not yet complete. 

With this system, a survey of some of the more obvious 

possible methods of generating CH was made; in addition to low

pressure acetylene-oxygen flames, we tried electron bombardment of 

methane and acetylene as well as de and rf discharges in these 

. gases, alone and in the presence of buffer gases. We also tried 

passing H2 over hot carbon over a wide range of temperatures; the 

most extensive efforts, however, involved the thermal decomposi-

tion of organic compounds on hot carbon and tungsten. CH had 

been detected previously in a mass-spectrometric study9 involving 

the thermal decomposition of certain organic compounds. Over the 

temperature range from 25 to 2000°C, the decomposition of the fol

lowing compounds was investigated: rn4, c2H2, CH2r2, HCOOH, 

CH2FCOCH2F, and CHC13. In no case was CH present in detectable 

quantity. 

Since the universal detector then being completed \-.ras ex-

pected to be orders of magnitude more sensitive than the system 

used in the studies described above, the efforts to produce CH 

were suspended until the universal detector was in full operation. 

C. Studies With the Universal Detector 

Most of the effort with the universal detector/beam-

.,, 
i 
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machine apparatus was devoted to a careful study of the thermal 

decomposition of CH2I2• Chupka, Berkowitz, Meschi, and Tasman9 

found the thermal decomposition of this compound to produce the 

highest concentrations of free radicals of the several compounds 

they studied. The thermal decomposition source we used was very 

similar to that of Chupka and coworkers. The detection system 
. I 

employed a Princeton Applied Research HR-8 lock-in amplifier; the 

output of the amplifier was fed through a resistance network to a 

voltage-to-frequency converter, and thence to a counter with time 

base. This system allowed digital integration of noisy signals 

for any desired period. 

The procedure was to observe the amplitude and phase of 

each of the major mass peaks at several temperatures between 25°C 

and 1500°C, with the A and B magnets both off and on. A differ-

ence in the observed amplitude with the magnets off and on indi-

cated a contribution to the signal at that mass number from some 

paramagnetic species. The phase data gives one crude information 

concerning the mass of the neutral species responsible for the 

particular ion peak under observation, since the phase correlates 

* with the time of flight from the chopper to the detector. 

The major c~emically unstable species produced were atomic 
-

iodine and rn2r. Much lesser amounts of rn3 and rn2 were observed. 

If CH was present, it was in substantially lower concentration 

* It is necessary to assume a Maxwellian distribution of veloci
ties within the source. 

" 
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·than CH3 and CH2• An attempt to identify CH by operating at an 

electron energy a few volts above the ionization potential of CH 

(but below the appearance potential of CH+ from other molecules 

containing carbon and hydrogen) gave no indication of its presence. 

It is not very surprising that we could not see the low 

concentration of CH which Chupka et al. had reported; in their 

apparatus, 10 the beam source is approximately 2 inches from the 

ionizer of the mass spectrometer. In the present apparatus, the 

magnetic-resonance beam machine separates the source and spectra-

meter, placing the ionizer about 10 ft from the beam source. As 

a result, the beam intensity in our apparatus is about 3 parts in 

104 the intensity in theirs. Even though the spectrometer used 

here is much more sensitive, that is a very large factor to 

recover. 

Less extensive measurements were also made with hydrogen 

and hot carbon, again showing no evidence of CH. A carbon-arc 

source was also constructed, but difficulties in obtaining steady 

operation precluded making any detailed studies. 

By this time we had become aware that many other workers 

had attempted microwave laboratory measurements on CH, but had 

failed to produce the necessary CH; there have been at least six 
., 

such attempts, 8 which, of course, were not reported in the liter-

ature. One experimenter has been working on the problems of CH 

beam production for five years without success. 11 This informa-

tion, coupled with the total lack of success of our own efforts, 
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suggested that it would be wise to look elsewhere for the maiden 

experiment of the universal detector, and the completion of this 

thesis research. 

... 
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IV. NITROGEN 

A. IntroductorY Remarks 

Recently, several calculations have been made of atomic 

gJ factors using high-accuracy Hartree-Fock (H-F) wave functions. 

In the first of these, Beltran-L6pez, Ley Koo, Segovia, and 

Blaisten1 calculated the g3 factors for the 2Po/
2 

and 2Py
2 

levels 

composing the lowest term of atomic fluorine. A measured value of 

adequate accuracy was available only for the ground 2Py
2 

state, 

but here exact agreement was obtained to within experimental error 

(0.7 ppm). This was the first successful test of the Kambe and 

Van Vleck theory of atomic magnetism to this accuracy. 2 

' 

A further calculation by this same group of the gJ factors 

for the (2p 4
)

3P1 and (2p4) 3P2 levels of atomic oxygen also was 

found to be in exact agreement with experiment. 3 It was a meas

urement of these oxygen gJ factors by Rawson and Beringer 4 in 1952 

that inspired the series of theoretical papers which elucidated 

the corrections to the simple Lande formula for states with more 

than one electron outside closed shells. 2
'

5
' 6 The closest agree-

ment, however, that had previously been obtained between the cal

culated and the measured gJ values for oxygen left a discrepancy 

of 6 to 7 ppm. 7 

The most recent g
3 

calculations of Beltran-L6pez and col

laborators8 involve the(2p 3
)

4 S%, (2p 3
)

2D%, and (2p 3
)

2Do/z states 

of atomic nitrogen; here the agreement with experiment is not 

nearly as good. The discrepancies are, respectively, 13.5 ± 2 ppm, 
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::0 ± 8.5 ppm, and 15 ± 25 ppm. Beltran-L6pez and Gonzalez contend 

that the disagreement in the g3 values for the 4So/
2 

and 2Do/
2 

states 

is too large to be attributable to their use of H-F wave functions. 

It was in this context that it was decided that a remeasurement of 

the g3 factor for the 4Sy
2 

state and, if possible, for the excited 

states of the ground configuration would be worthwhile. 

The original measurement by Heald and Beringer was part of 

an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) study of the hyperfine 

structure of the ground state of atomic nitrogen. 9 Unlike the 

painstaking work they had done on the g
3 

value of atomic hydrogen 

(in which 44 measurements were made), 10 here only two measurements 

were made; they were consistent to within 1.2 ppm. 

It is noteworthy that, prior to the present experiment, all 

of the precision measurements with which the calculations of 

Beltran-L6pez and collaborators could be compared, have been EPR 

measurements. It is desirable that precision measurements be made 

by more than one technique to ascertain that subtle systematic 
' 

effects are absent. In the present atomic beam measurement, the 

stated uncertainty in the measured value is due primarily, not to 

statistical error, but to known systematic error. The result of 

this atomic beam measurement is g3(4Sr
2

) = 2.002134(5), which is in 

better agreement with the calculated value of 2.002142 than is the 

* Heald and Beringer EPR measurement of 2.002114(4) ; in fact, the 

present experimen~al value is in marginal agreement with the orig-

* This footnote is on the following page. 
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inal value of 2.002140(2) calculated by Ley Koo, Beltran-L6pez, 

Bl~isten, and Segovia. 11 

B. Theory 

Our primary concern is the atomic Zeeman effect - the 

interaction of an atom with an external magnetic field. In this 

section we first outline the origin and physical interpretation of, 

the various magnetic field-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian; 

next we examine how these tenns ·enter into a calculation of the gJ 

factor, and what further corrections must be applied. Then the 

calculation of gJ for the 4 S% ground state of atomic nitrogen is 

discussed in terms of the foregoing analysis. Finally, those ele

ments of the theory are investigated which are pertinent to the 

measurement of gJ, but which were not pertinent to its calculation. 

1. Breit Hamil toni an 

While it is possible to write down a nonrelativistic Ham-

iltonian for the Zeeman effect on a phenomenological basis, it is 

more satisfying to trace the origin of the various terms from the 

relativistic quantwn theory. The Dirac equation12 forms the basis 

* Heald and Beringer do not quote the value of gJ itself, but 
rather gJ(N, 4 S~2)/g = 658.1631, where g is to be taken as the 
g-value of the proto& in a finite cylinde~ of mineral oil. 9a 
Beltran-L6pez and Gonzalez find ~(N, 4S3~) = 2.002114 from the 
Heald and Beringer data, but they do not explain how they obtain 
this value; using a recent value10a of gp(free), and the 28.7-ppm 
correction that Beringer and Heald give elsewhere 10 for their 
mineral oil sample, we obtain a slightly different result from the 
J:Ieald and Beringer data: gJ(N, 4Sr2) = 2.002118, The discrepancy 
1s 2 ppm. 
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of the relativistic theory for spin-V2 particles. For a single 

electron: 

{ cC:· cP + Pl + s mc 2 
- e$} u = Eu 

where ¢(t) and A(t) are the scalar and vector potentials determin

ing an electromagnetic field, p = -ihV is the momentum operator for 

the electron, ~ is a vector operator whose Cartesian components 

(a1, a2, a3), along with a~- S, satisfy the commutation relations: 

ai~ + ~ai = 2 oik' m is the electron restmass, E is the energy of 
+ the electron, and u(rJ is its wave function. The a's may be taken 

as 4x4 matrices, and, consequently, the wave function upon which 

the a's operate is a 4-element column vector. The Dirac equation 

is easily cast in covariant form, and fully satisfies the require

ment of Lorentz invariance. It is important to note, however, 

that the Dirac equation, as written above, represents the interac

tion of an electron with fields treated completely classically. 

Unfortunately, the Dirac equation is not easily extended 

to the case of several mutually interacting electrons. The dif

ficulty arises in attempting to treat the mutual interactions. 

In order to preserve the Lorentz invariance of the Dirac equation, 

one would have to treat the electromagnetic field through which 

the electrons interact in a completely proper, Lorentz-invariant, 

presumably quantum-electrodynamic way; but presently, only approx-

imations for this interaction are possible, although in principle 

the approximation may be made arbitrarily accurate. 

One such approximation leads to the Breit Hamiltonian13
; 
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for the case of N electrons: 

J<Breit = L {c~. · (p. 
i 1 1 

2 1 e 2 Ze + -A.) + f3.mc - -c 1 1 r. 
. 1 

where ~ has been replaced by the potential due to a point nucleus 
+ th . 

with charge Ze, ri is the position vector of the i electron, and 

rik is the inter-electronic distance; the last two terms give the 

approximation to the interaction between electrons. Since the 

~i are the operator transcriptions of the velocities vi, the last 

term gives the velocity-dependent interactions between electrons; 

sometimes called the Mrdller interaction, it yields the retarded 

velocity-dependent interactions between electrons to order (v/c) 2. 

As a result, this approximation is useful only when v/c is "small," 

or in more practical terms, when Za << 1 (here a is the fine 

structure constant ~ 1¥ r}, ) . Other restrictions on the use of 

the Breit Hamiltonian are discussed in Ref. 12. 

The reduction of the multi-electron Breit equation 

CJ<Breitu = EU) to the SchrOdinger-Pauli form to order (Za) 2~0H has 

been carried out by Abragam and Van Vleck5 and Perl. 15 In addi-

tion to the usual dipole interaction 

the following field-dependent correction terms are found: 
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T. 
oz1 = -ll H·L(!. + 2t.)_2_ 

o i 1 1 mc2 

~0ze
2 [+ c) J -r oz2 = - 2 I 'i/. - X A. •(J. an . 1 r. 1 1 c 1 1 

2 e . 
= + :--z ll 

2mc o 

Here the vector potential A. = ~ (Hx~.), where His the uniform 
1 ~ 1 

external magnetic field; Ti =kinetic energy of the ith electron; 

and the cr. are given by cr. = 2s. where 5. =spin of the'ith 
. 1 1 1 1 

electron, With the use of recoupling techniques, these terms have 

been expressed by Innes and Ufford6 in a form much more suitable 

for computation; the above form, however, is more amenable to 

physical interpretation. 

The first term, oz1 , readily admits interpretation. It 

is"due to the relativistic increase in mass with velocity. If, in 

the nonrelativistlc interaction term 

eh -r 7 -r 
~ H• ()(, + 2s) , 
L.IIlC 

one replaces m by its relativistic value m[l 

expands to order ( : ) 2 , one obtains: 

( 
v)2]·

1

j
2 

- - and c . ' 

( T)* 7 -r ·. 1 2 ll 1 ---z tt• ()(, + 2s), where T = 2 mv 
0 JllC 
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The second tenn, oz2, can be accmmted for by noting that, 

in the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for a single electron, in the 

absence of a magnetic field, the spin-orbit interaction can be 

written as 

eh -;t..+ + ::--z (vvxp) •s , 
2mc . 

wher'e V = + ;; • In classical mechanics, in the presence of a 

magnetic field, the canonical momentum becomes~= p + ~A. 16 

' .c 
Replacement of p by ~ in the spin-orbit term above yields the spi~ 

orbit term as well as oz2. This replacement accounts for the 

"Lannor precession" on the spin-orbit energy. The first two terms 

(oZ1 and oZ 2) are referred to as the Breit-Margenau correctionP'18 

The third tenn is seen to arise from considerations simi-

lar to those accounting for the second, but here the other elec-

trons, rather than the nucleus, provide the potential V. Terms 

four and five arise from the replacement of p by ~ in the spin

other orbit and orbit-orbit interactions, respectively. Since 

p does not occur in the spin-spin interaction term, replacement of 
+ + 
p by n has no effect on it. 

While closed shells make no contributions at all to oz1 

and oz2, interactions between electrons in closed shells and the 

valence electrons contribute to oz3_5 through the double sums. 

These terms account for the effect of the diamagnetism of the 

clo~ed shells upon the electrons in open shells. Lamb considered 

the effect of this diamagnetism upon the magnetic field experi

enced by the rrucleus, and the effect it has upon a single valence 
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electron in an s state, 19 

Just how these correction terms affect the gJ value is not 

yet clear; one can, however, with sufficient vector algebra, 

express all of these terms in the form oZ = H·ot or, since R is 

directed along the z-axis, oZ = Ho~z· Then, by use of the Wigner

Eckart theorem20 or by a theorem from Condon and Shortley, 21 one 

may write oZ = Hog-T , for evaluating matrix elements diagonal iri J in . J-z 

a IJM> representation. Since gJ is defined in the low field limit 

where J 2 is a good quantum number, these are the only types of 

matrix elements that enter in a calculation of gJ. 

2. Other Corrections 

In addition to those corrections derivable from the Breit 

Hamiltonian (referred to jointly as the relativistic-diamagnetic 

correction), there are a mnnber of other corrections to the Lande 

gJ fa~tor. The largest and most obvious is due to the failure of 

the Dirac, and hence the Breit, equation to account for the quan

tization of the electromagnetic field. The radiative corrections 

to the Dirac value of 2 for the electron g-factor have been cal

culated to first order in a. by Schwinger 2 2 and to a.2 by Karplus 

and Kroll 2 3 (whose calculati,on was corrected by Soonnerfield 2 Lt), 

and recently to a.3 by Aldrin, Brodsky, Dufner, and Kinoshita. 2 Lta 

The measurement of Wesley and Rich, 25 which is in gratifying 

ag!eement with the theoretical value, yields gs = 2 {L001159644(7)}. 

Another approximation made .in the Breit Hamiltonian, as 

written above, is that the nucleus has infinite mass, and hence is 

.. 

·•. 
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immobile. In the case of a single electron outside of a closed 

shell, one can see that the effect of finite nuclear mass is that 

the orbital angular momentum of _the atom is shared by the nucleus 

(+core), and the valence electron- the electron's share being 

approximately M ~ m . Calculation indicates that the nuclear 

share of the angular momentum makes a negligible contribution to 

g~, so the effect of the nuclear motion is to reduce g~ from from 

1 to-( 1- ~);Phillips considers this effect in more detail. 26 

So far we have been concerned with corrections to the gJ 

value that arise from the use of an approximate Hamiltonian. It 

is clear that another class of corrections to the gJ value arises 

if one uses, as· one nru.st, approximate wave functions in evaluating 

g3 . The wave functions that were used by Beltran-L6pez and 

Gonz~lez in calculating the gJ factors for states arising from the 

ground configuration of atomic nitrogen were those of Clementi, 

Roo than, and Yoshimine. 2 7 These, in turn, were based upon a mod

ified Hartree-Fock28 self~consistent field method for open shells 

developed by Roothan. 29 An examination of the method reveals the 

further corrections that should be considered in calculating g3 . 

The first point to consider is that the basic Hamiltonian 

used in the wave function calculations is given (in atomic units) 

by 
J( = I H. + .!. )_ (-1-) 
- i l 2 i~j . r ij 

where Hi is the nuclear field plus kinetic energy for the i th 

electron, and r .. is the distance between the i th and j th elec-. lJ 
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trons. This Hamiltonian leaves out spin-orbit, spin-other orbit, 

and spin-spin interactions. Consequently, the resulting wave 

functions are those for perfect L-S coupling; all of the tenns 1 

responsible 10 for departures from·Russell-Saunders coupling are 

excluded from the Hamiltonian. So perturbation theory must be 

applied to account for the incipient transition to j-j coupling. 

Next, one takes note of the fact that the basis 'functions 

used were Slater-type orbitals, 30 and that the choice made corres

ponds to the choice of a specific configuration. Consequently, 

the wave functions calculated exclude the effects of configuration 

interaction. Phillips has shown, however, that, to second order 

in perturbation theory, configuration interaction cannot affect 

the gJ value'. The only significant tenn which mixes configura

tions is the electronic interaction tenn 1/r .. ; it commutes with S lJ 
and L, and hence can only mix tenns of the same S, L, and of course 

J;. but by the Land~ formula, these terms have the same value of g3 . 

In a later article, 32 however, Phillips has shown that, 

to fourth order in perturbation theory, configuration interaction 

can bring about a change in g3 ; the electrostatic interaction 

mixes terms of the same L-S type, but the excited tenn itself has 

an admixture of other values of L and S due to the spin-orbit 

interaction; this admixture is then transferred to the state under 

consideration. The energy denominator in the expression for the 

increment iJ{ the g value goes as 1 
4 , where 6E is the energy 

. (6E) 
difference between the ground configuration and the admixed 

·•. 
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configuration . 

The last point concerns the nature of the Hartree-Fock 

method itself. In its unembellished form, the H-F method treats 

electron correlation not at all accurately. The determinant form 

of the wave function introduces some correlation for electrons 

with the same spin orientation, but not for electrons having 

oppositely directed spins. For this and other reasons, various 

other approaches, such as configuration interaction, unrestricted 

H-F, and the Brueckner-Goldstone 33 ' 3 '+ technique (many-body pertur

bation theory) have found application. Most are closely related 

to the H-F technique, or use H-F wave functions as a starting 

point. In any case, the wave functions used by Beltran-L6pez and -

Gonzalez to calculate the N14 ground state gJ value ar.e capable 

of improvement with respect to electron correlation; how important 

correlation effects are as regards the calculation of g3 values is 

not known. 

3. Application to Nitrogen 

We make note of the fact that the Lande formula gives 

g = g J(J+l) + L(L+l) - S(S+l) + g J(J+l) - L(L+l) + S(S+l) 
J L 2J(J+l) S 2J(J+l) 

where usually gL is taken as 1 and g5 as 2. For the ~+s% state, 

the Lande formula gives g3 = 2 since the first term vanishes and 

the coefficient of gs reduces to 1; in what follows, we will take 

g3 (calculated) = 2 + ogRD + og.AM + ogNM + ogLS" 

Beltran-L6pez and Gonzalez find the contribution due to 
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the relativistic-diamagnetic correction to be 

The effect of the anomalous moment of the electron is 

easily seen to .be 

ogAM = og8 = 2319.29xlo-6 

There is no effect due to the.motion of the nucleus since 

ogNM = og1 ·0 in the 4 S% state. 

Consideration of the departures from 1-S coupling requires 

a lmowledge of the energy level structure. Moore gives the 

2D31 51 states as 19,231 cm-l and 19,223 cm-l respectively, and 
. 12.' 12. 

the 2 P nrultiplet as 28,840 cm-l above the ground state. 35 The 

lowest odd-parity, excited configuration giving rise to a 4 S31 . /2 

state is [ls2 2s2 2p2 eP) 3p], which is ~ 97,000 em -l above the 

ground state. 

Consider first the effect of the neglected spin-orbit 

term K = L~(r.)!.•si . Since Xso commutes with J 2, the only so i 1 1 

state of the groWld configuration that may perturb the 4 S% state 

is the 2P~2 • Condon and Shortley give t~e appropriate matrix 

* element 

where ~Zp is given by 

~Zp = < 2pl ~(r) IZp) • 

* . Ref. 21, p. 268. 
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where 

\ 

as a result: 
2 

2 4 2 2 (~{,;2 ) gJ = 2(1 - a ) + -a , so og1 = - -
3 S 3 PS 

There remains the difficulty that l,; 2p is not an experimentally 

accessible number. For a p3 configuration, the diagonal elements 

of JCs vanish, with the result that l,;z ca.IUlot be obtained from 
.. 0 p 

first-order splittings in spectroscopic data. However, it has 

been estimated from neighboring configurations 36 to be 69 em-1; 

it has also been accurately calculated by Blume and Watson (in 

the second of a series of papers on spin-orbit coupling 37 ) to be 
.· -1 . -1 

70.4 em '• Beltrm-L6pez and Gonz~lez take l,;zp to be 70.2 em 

This yields og15 = -3.96xl0-6 Since this is quite small, we do 

not consider· the even smaller spin-other orbit or spin-spin 

interaction, 

In search of an explanation for the departure of their 

results from the measured g
3 

values for nitrogen, Beltran-L6pez 

and Gonzalez carefully examine the possible effects of configura

tion interaction. They show that, using the results of Phillips, 32 

configuration interaction (with another single configuration) can-

not significantly alter the g3 values of the ground configuration 

states of atomic nitrogen; they point out, however, that the per-

,::-""':·, 
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turbation approach adopted by Phillips assumes that the electro-

static repulsion between the configurations is small in comparison 

to their unperturbed energy difference. If, instead, it is large, 

then one rrrust use degenerate perturbation theory. Then, with the 
I 

aid of Van Vleck's theorem, 38 an estimate is made of the possible 

~ effect upon gJ, under the latter assumption, for the configuration 

(ls2 Zs Zp3 3s) -which accounts ,for most of the hyperfine inter

action39; they find ogCI ~ Sxlo- 7, which is smaller than either the 

experimental or the other theoretical uncertainties. 

4. Theory Pertinent to gJ Measurement 

So far we have considered only those corrections to the 

Hamiltonian and to the wave function which are necessary to carry 

out an accurate calculation of the Land~ gJ factor. Now we con

sider elements of the theory which enter into the measurement of 

Higher-order nuclear interactions. In the foregoing 

discussion, the potentials generated by the nucleus were taken to 

t + Ze 
be 'N(r) = 0, <I>N = r . The energy level structures of atoms, 

including fine structure, are adequately explained in terms of 

such a potential. However, the existence of hyperfine structure 

(hfs) splittings, 104 times smaller than those associated with 

fine structure, require th~t one describe the field associated 

with the nucleus more accurately. 

The origin of the addi tiona! terms can be understood by 

considering the nucleus to be a spatially-extended distribution of 
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charges in motion. One may then inquire what the interaction 

energy of such a distribution is with the fields generated by the 

atomic electrons. This question is most conveniently answered if 

one describes the current and charge distribution by multipole ex-

pansions. It is easily established that the energy is given by a 

sum of terms; in each distribution the monopole term interacts with 

the potential, the dipole term with the field, the quadrupole term 

with the field gradient, and so on, where the potentials and fields 

are due to the electronic structure of the atom. This program has 

been carried out by Ramsey, 40 Bleaney, 41 and many others. 

It is important to note that, provided the state of the 
+ 

nucleus can be described by a definite spin angular momentum I 

(which fully determines its orientation properties), and provided 

that the state has definite parity, there exist two limitations 

upon the static moments which the nucleus can possess: the multi

polarities of the nonzero electric moments are given by 2n where 

n is even, and for the nonzero magnetic moments by 2n where n is 

odd; also, the nonzero multipole moments of both types obey the 

inequality n '5 2 L These limitations arise from parity and angu-

lar momentum arguments, respectively. The hfs Hamiltonian may tlm 

be written as 42 

where the T(k) are spherical tensors of rank k which involve only 

the electronic and the nuclear coordinates respectively. The dot 

product is defined by 
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As a result, the tensor calculus techniques of Racah are appli-

cable to hfs calculations. 

Furthermore, if the conditions given in the last paragraph 

are met, as they generally are, the series only has a few terms. 

Sp~ifically, for N14 , which has nuclear spin= 1, the series has 

two terms, a magnetic dipole and an electric quadrupole interac

tion term. 

Limiting our discussion to N14, we abandon tensor nota

tiont and write the hfs Hamiltonian in the traditional form 

JSus = ha!.j + ZI(ZI+~~J(ZJ+l) ~(1·J)Z + ~ (1.j) - l(I+l)J(J+l~ 
Here a and b are referred to as the dipole and quadrupole inter-

action constants respectively (in frequency units}. For nitrogen, 

a and b have been measured by a spin-exchange optical pumping 

technique 4 3 
; they are: a = 10 450 9 29 • 4 ± 1. 8 Hz and 

b = 1. 3 ± 0. 5 Hz. The quadrupole coupling constant is so small 

* Spherical tensor operator components are defined in terms of 
their cormnutation relations with angular momentum operators: 

[J+, T~k)] = [k(k + 1)- ]..l(]..l ± 1)
1
/
2 T~~i · 

and [J T(k)] = 11 T(k) . 
z t ]..l I"" ]..l ' 

here the J entering into the definition of a spherical tensor is 
not the total electronic angular momentum, but rather a general 
angular momentum. 
t The matrix elements we require are so simple that tensor 
calculus offers no advantage. 

' 
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that the'second term in ~scan give no observable effect in the 

present experiment; consequently, we ignore it. The effect of the 

interaction term is to couple j and I together to form a resultant 

total angular momentum F; as usual, the triangle rule gives the 

possible values of F: IJ - I I s F s IJ + I 1. In the case of the 

4S% ground state of N14 we have F = %, %, :Y2. In the absence 

of an external magnetic field, the energies of these states are 

given by first-order perturbation theory to be 

E
0 

+ ¥- {F(F + 1) - I(I + 1) - J(J + 1)} . 

In the presence of a magnetic field, one must .add a term 

to the Hamiltonian to account for the interaction of the nuclear 

magnetic moment with the external field: 

X = -gi ~ I•H =- ~I·H n o I 

where gi is taken to have the same sign as the magnetic moment. 

Here ~I is not identical to the magnetic moment of the free nuc

leus because of diamagnetic shielding by the atomic electrons; 

rather ~I is the "uncorrected" nuclear dipole moment. In the case 

of N14 , ~I has been measured44 in various compounds by the nuclear 

magnetic resonance technique, and found to be 0,4035(1) nuclear 

magnetons. 

We may now write down the perturbation Hamiltonian which 
' 

must be diagonalized to obtain the behavior of the ground state 

levels upon the application of a uniform magnetic field directed 
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'JC' = ha I· j + g ~ J H - g ~0 I H J ,o z I z 

/ 

(6) 

this Hamiltonian only represents the hfs and Zeeman tenns ade

quately for matrix elements diagonal in J (and I). The off-

diagonal matrix elements mix states of different J; if their 

effect is significant, it is necessary to diagonalize the appro

priate analog of 'JC' (which takes into account th~ off-diagonal 

components) on the manifold of all the hyperfine states of a given 

· fine structure multiplet, rather than on the manifold of hyperfine 

states associated with a particular J-level. In the case of the 

4S term in N14 , this problem does not arise since there is only 

one "multiplet" level - the J = %. If we were cCilS:idering the hfs 

and Zeeman effect in the excited terms, 2D and 2P of the ground 

configuration, we would have to take this J-mixing into account, 

because the fine structure intervals are very small in these tenns. 

In Section IV.D we shall analyze our experimental data in tenns of 

the exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (6). 

Diamagnetic term. Throughout all of the present discus

sion we have neglected the existence of a term in the Hamiltonian 

which is not proportional to H, but rather to H2 It is not a 

relativistic term - the substitution p. -+ p. + eA.. in the 
. 1 1 c 1 

+~I ~uJ 
* The sign conventions are: gi = I and gJ = J ; consequently, 
for N14 , both &I and gJ are taken as positive. 
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Schrooinger equation yields the same tenn as one gets by carrying 

out this substitution and reducing the Breit equation to 

' * Schrodinger-Pauli fonn. This tenn is given by 

2 2.._2 

~ = e \' Az. = ~ \' 2 . 28 ~ L L rl. Sln 1. 
"'2 . " . 1 8 2 . mc1 mc1 

It is a rather small tenn; Bethe and Salpetert show that for 

hydrogen 

where Ry is a Rydberg. At 104 gauss, 

If, however, it were to affect the transition frequencies we 

observe by a comparable amount, its effect would be SO times the 

experimental error. We show that it has no observable effect 

upon the transition frequencies. The important point is that, if 

two levels are shifted the same amount, then the frequency of the 

transition connecting them will be unaffected, In the present 

case, all of the transitions observed are between various hyper

fine and Zeeman levels of the 4S% state. The wave function for 

an S state (ignoring the nucleus) may be written as: 

* Note that closed shells give a net contribution to Wo· 
t Ref. 12, p. 217. 
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IYL = o s J M> = 1o o>ls M5 > • 

Then, using first-order perturbation the~ry, the level shift is 

<osJMI~josJM> =<oo IWnjoo> 
L~ LMr. 

since WD is independent of spin. If now one takes account of the 

rrucleus and the magnetic field, at any field the wave function 

will be a linear combination of states given by: 

so 

11/J> = I a(MP M3 ) I yOSJM>I I M( 

( 1/JIWnll/J} = ( OOIWniOO> L I a(MI MJ) 12 

= < OOIWnloo > • 

Clearly the shift is the same for any two Zeeman-hyperfine levels 

within the '+s% state; since the shift itself is very small, 

higher-order effects may be neglected. 

Actually, this same conclusion can be reached by noting 

that the charge distribution in an S state is spherically symmet

ric; the diamagnetic effect, which depends only ~on the charge 

distribution and its orientation relative to the field, must be 

the same as long as the charge distribution remains unaltered. 

Due to the spher}cal symmetry, the charge distrib~tion is not 

coupled to J, and is unaltered by changes in orientation of J. 

Therefore all the Zeeman levels have an identical energy shift. 

It is interesting to pursue this matter a bit further for 

a more general case. At the high magnetic field (several kilo-

' I 
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. gauss) necessary to measure a g3 value precisely by the atomic 
I 

beam magnetic resonance method, it is usually a good approximation 

to write the wave function as I Vi> = IL S J M} I I M1>; that is, the 

electronic and the nuclear angular momenta are uncoupled. Fur

thermore, the transitions one may observe best at a high magnetic 

field obey the selection rule MJ -+- -MJ in a "flop-in" apparatus 

(also ~J = ±1, but that is not pertinent to the argument). So 

one has 

( Vill WD IVil ) = ( L s J M J I WD I L s J M.r) 
<Vi21Wn1Vi2> <L S J -MJIWniL S J -M3 > • 

But the wave functions I L S J M J > and I L S J -MJ} represent 

identical charge distributions; they differ only in that the sense 

of all velocities is reversed, and all spins are flipped. But, 

since WD is only sensitive to the charge distribution, 
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. C. Apparatus 

The general features of the atomic beam machine have been 

described in Section I.A; in this section, we confine our dis

cussion to those features unique to, or having special relevance 

for, the present experiment. 

1. Source of Atomic Nitrogen 

Atomic,nitrogen is the subject of a very extensive litera

ture, in large part because of its relation to the long-standing 

problem of "active nitrogen." The literature on active nitrogen 

has been recently reviewed by Wright and Winkler45 ; their text is 

an invaluable source of information and references for any work 

related to atomic or molecular nitrogen. 

Since 1865 it has been known that nitrogen gas exhibits 

a persistent luminescence following excitation by an energetic 

discharge at low pressure. This afterglow was first studied sys

tematically by Lewis, and then in considerable detail by Rayleigh 

-hence it is known as the Lewis-Rayleigh afterglow; it has been 

observed to persist, under favorable conditions, for as long as 

five hours. This luminescent nitrogen displays far greater chem

ical reactivity than nitrogen which has not been discharged; the 

reactivity is attributable to the presence of one or more persis

tent energetic species. It is now accepted that the most abundant 

such species is atomic nitrogen in the 4So/
2 

ground state. 

Because of the high (9.76 eV) dissociation energy of N2, 

only discharges which contain energetic electrons in abundance are 

··•·· 
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effective in generating atomic nitrogen from N2. For this reason, 

a Wood's discharge tube (operated in a de mode) is wholly ineffec

tive at dissociating molecular nitrogen, even though it works 

quite well in dissociating H2. Two types of discharges that have 

been found to generate N from N2 are the electrodeless microwave 

* discharge and the condensed discharge. 

In the present experiment, we use an electrodeless dis-

charge operated at 2450 MHz, powered by a 100-W diathermy unit. 

The beam source itself (Fig, 12), closely patterned after a simi

lar device described by Brink,~ 6 consists of a resonant coaxial 

line, an odd number of quarter-wave-lengths long; the slit from 

which the beam effuses (0.008 in wide and 0.090 in high) is lo-

cated in a region of maximum rf electric field. The source is 

operated at a pressure from 0.35 to 0.50 Torr; the gas used is 

commercial high-purity dry nitrogen. Initial measurements indi-

cated that approximately 3% of the gas emerging from the source 

is atomic nitrogen; since searches for the 2P and 2D states proved 

futile, one can assume that essentially all of the atomic nitrogen 

is the ~s 3, ground state. 
12 

After several hours of continuous operation, the effi-

ciency of the source in producing atomic nitrogen slowly declines. 

* (A Wood's tube discharge operated in the manner of a neon-bulb 
relaxation oscillato4) When the discharge fires, the condenser
discharge circuit "rings," setting up high-frequency currents and 
fields in the discharge region. In this type of discharge, as in 
the electrodeless rf discharge, high electric fields exist 
throughout the plasma, instead of just near the electrodes, as in 
a de discharge, 
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This effect has been observed before, 47 and is ascribed to en-

hancement (by the discharge) of the efficacy of the walls in 

providing sites for heterogeneous recombination of nitrogen atoms. 

It is found that the addition of a few microns of water vapor or 
I 

air, together with periodic "resting" of the discharge, yields 
I 

satisfactory long-term operation. 

In an attempt to obtain higher signal levels, a condensed 

discharge similar to that of Smith, Caplinger, Neynaber, Rothe, 

and Truj illo 4 8 was constructed; for reasons not understood, no 

atomic nitrogen at all was observed from this source. It should 

be pointed out, however, that our source differed from that of 

Smith et al. in a munber of [perhaps important] ways. Since the 

Brink source did perform sufficiently well to do the experiment, 

the condensed discharge was not pursued further. 

2. C. Region: Radio-Frequency and Magnetic-Field Control Fg,uip
ment 

In a precision g3-value measuremen~, one requires very 

accurate knowledge of both the frequency of the rf fields causing 

the transition and the magnetic field in the region where the 

transition is taking place. In this apparatus, the magnetic field 

in the C region is provided by an electromagnet with 12-in 

diameter pole pieces (Varian associates, V4012A); it is driven by 

a very well regulated constant-current power supply (Varian VZlOO), 

and further controlled by a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) field 

regulator (Harvey-Wells FC-502). The frequency of the marginal 
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oscillator in the NMR device is phase-locked to a frequency syn

thesizer (Schlumberger Type FS-30) and is thereby held constant 

to a part in 108 or better. 

Very crude field measurement is accomplished with the aid 

of a Hall-probe gaussmeter. A considerably more accurate value of 

the field is provided by the resonance transition frequency of 

the NMR device; but, since the probe is displaced by about 2 in 

from the transition region, the field is not the same at the NMR 

probe as within the hairpin. Precision magnetic-field calibration 

requires one to use the same hairpin causing the transition in N14 

to bring about transitions in a calibrating beam, here K39 ; since 

the parameters entering into the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (6) are 

well known for potassium, the frequency of an appropriately chosen 

transition yields a measurement of the magnetic field in exactly 

the region where the nitrogen transitions also take place. 

The hairpin used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 13. 

It consists of a SO-n terminated coaxial line with an entrance and 

anexit slit located off-axis to allow the beam to pass without 

interference from the center conductor. The termination is a 

standard General Radio Type 874-WSO; however, a spring which is 

part of the termination was found to be magnetic and was replaced 

with a nonmagnetic spring made of phosphor bronze. Also, the 

nickel plating was etched off and replaced with silver plating. 

The radio-frequency equipment which drives the hairpin is 

sh~ in Fig. 14. It consists of two X-band klystrons (Varian 
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Models X-13 and X-13B), and associated control and measuring cir

cuitry; by means of a waveguide switch, one may connect either 

klystron to the hairpin, the power from the other klystron being 

dissipated in a dummy load. Klystron A is tuned to the K39 cali-

bra.tioh transition at the operating field, while Klystron B is 

tuned to the frequency of the N14 transition being studied. 

The output frequencies of both klystrons are tied to the 

reference oscillator, here a Hewlett-Packard Model SlOSA frequency 

synthesizer (in addition to manual frequency control, this device 

has provision for both analog and digital remote frequency con

trol). After appropriate amplification, the output signal from 

the reference oscillator is applied to a crystal mixer, along with 

about 1% of the power output from Klystron A. The frequency of 

the reference oscillator is so chosen that some particular har-

monic is 10 MHz displaced from the operating frequency of Klystron 

A. This 10-MHz beat frequency from the mixer is amplified by the 

Schomandl FDS-3 syncriminator and phase compared with a 10-MHz 

* frequency standard ; any phase-deviation of the beat frequency J 

from the frequency-standard signal results in the application of a 

correcti9n voltage to the repeller of Klystron A._ In this way, 
\ 

the frequency of Klystron A is locked to the desired value; the 

stability of its output frequency is no longer determined by the 

* The basic frequency standard is a 100-kHz oscillator (J. Knight 
FS !lOOT) which is phase-compared with WWBV; it was maintained 
accurate to at least 1 part in 108 during this experiment. Higher 
frequencies are generated by a standard-frequency multiplier 
(~eneral Radio 1112-A). 
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stability of power supply potentials, but rather by the stability 

of the.reference oscillator and the frequency standard. 

In a somewhat similar manner, Klystron B is locked to a 

frequency that differs by 10 MHz from the frequency of Klystron 
. . 14 

A plus an offset frequency -it happens that the N resonance 

differs by about 300 MHz from the K39 resonance at the magnetic 

fields used in this experiment. It should be noted that, once the 

offset frequency (which is provided by Schomandl ND-5 and NDF-2 

frequency decades used in conjunction with a Schomandl NB-7 

harmonic amplifier) is set, tuning the reference oscillator so 

.that Klystron A scans over the 0 9 resonance automatically makes 

Klystron B scan over the N14 resonance. If both frequencies were 

fed into the hairpin at the same time it would be possible to 

observe the K39 resonance and the N14 resonance simultaneously-

the potassium resonance on the hot-wire detector we normally use 

* to detect alkali metals, and the nitrogen resonance with the 

mass spectrometer. In the present experiment, however, the fre-

quencies are fed to the hairpin alternately, rather than sinrul-

taneously. 

3. Data Collection System 

The heart of the data collection system (Fig. 15) is the 

PDP-11 computer.t When the system is in operation, the computer ~ 

* The hot wire intersects only a small portion of the beam. 
t The design and construction of the computer interfaces, as well 
as all the PDP-11 programming, were done by Prof. H. A. Shugart. 

.. 
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digitally sets the output frequency of the reference oscillator; 

the counter, which records the arrival of N14 ions at the mass 

spectrometer detector, takes data for a preset period (usually 

1.8 to 2.8 sec). At the end of the ·counting period the counter is 

read by the computer and the information is stored; the reference 

oscillator is then stepped to the next programmed frequency, the 

counter resets itself, and counting at the new frequency commences. 

In this way the computer steps the frequency of Klystron B back 

* and forth across the nitrogen resonance line. In the present 

case, 20 equally spaced frequencies are used, and the counts are 

stored in 20 separate channels; a graph of the total number of 

counts in each channel vs frequency is continuously.displayed on 

the oscilloscope screen. When one has accumulated a sufficient 

number of counts in each channel to give the desired signal-to-

noise ratio, data-taking is terminated, and the rrumber of counts 

in each channel is printed out on the attached teletype. 

One could, of course, take the data manually: One could 

integrate for some period of time at each frequency, and simply 

plot the data as a function of frequency. When the signal-to

background ratio is large, there is no objection to doing just 

that. However, when the signal is 1% or less of the total number 

of counts, small drifts in any part of the system make it very 

difficult to take data in this manner; a 1% drift of the total 

count rate over the time required for one manual scan would 

* As remarked earlier, Klystron A is simultaneously being stepped 
back and forth across the potassium resonance line. 

.. 
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grossly distort the observed resonance. Since the computer exe-

cutes repetitive scans much more rapidly than is possible with . 
manual data-taking, the requirements upon the stability of the 

system are considerably relaxed; furthermore, since the computer 

is programmed to step the frequency both up and down through the 

resonance,,a uniform drift in the count rate does not produce an 

asymmetrical resonance, 

The above conSiderations are far more than an academic 

justification for an exceptionally convenient data-taking system; 

the present experiment would not have been possible without this 

sophisticated system. Since mass 14 is a major residual-gas peak 

in our vacuum system, the signal-to-background ratio is quite low; 

furthermore, the drifts in the count rate at mass 14 (as liquid-

nitrogen traps slowly warm up, etc.) are gross in comparison to 

the size of our signal. Even with this system, care must be taken 

not to disturb the vacuum system in any way during data-taking; 

otherwise the resonance is significantly distorted. 

If one could step across the resonance much more rapidly, 

the stability requirement would be even less severe; but at pres-

ent the lower limit on the time required for one scan is set by 

* the 0.2-sec read-and-reset cycle of the counter we use. If one 

decreases the counting period (per point) much below 1.8 sec, the 

duty cycle becomes so poor that it would take appreciably longer 

to accumulate the necessary statistics. There is, of course, also 

* The counter is a Hewlett-Packard 52021 scaler-timer. 
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an absolute limit to the stepping speed possible, which is set by 

the time of flight of the nitrogen atoms from the hairpin to the 

ionizer (-3xlo-3 sec). 

D. E:<Periment 

The energy as a function of magnetic field is shown in 

Fig. 16 for the hyperfine levels associated with ti1e 4S3h ground 

state of N14 . The transitions studied in this experiment are 

designated a and S in the low-field diagram; they connect states 

which, at low fields, are characterized by the quantum numbers 

a: (2.5, -0.5) ++ (2.5, -1.5) 

S: (1.5, +0.5) ++ (1.5, ~0.5) 

These transitions were first observed at fields of a few gauss 

using a much simpler rf system than that described in the last 

section. For the initial observations, we had a signal-to

background ratio of about 1:10. With a little imagination, the 

transitions could be observed directly on the electrometer 

measuring the de electron-multiplier current. Figure 17 shows a 

chart-recorder graph of the electrometer output as the frequency 

was scanned several times through resonance. 

Unfortunately, the precision measurements at high field 

had to be made with a much poorer signal-to-background ratio. A 

very small leak developed in the spectrometer, which, while too 
. . -11 

small to measurably affect the total pressure (still -5xlO Torn, 

' I 
I 
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Fig. 17. Electron multiplier output current as the frequency 
is swept through resonance four times at low field. 
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was large enough to greatly increase the background counting rate 

at mass 14. During the precision high-field measurements, it was 

found necessary to integrate f0r 30 min (45 sweeps, 20 data points, 

with 2 sec/data point/sweep) to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio of 

5:1 or better. 

Each resonance observation consisted of a measurement of 

the magnetic field, 30 min of data-taking on the nitrogen reso

nance itself, followed by a final field measurement. The magnetic 

field measurements were made by observing the ~g calibration 

resonance on a hot-wire detector; each measurement involved re-

cording six frequencies: the first and last locate the peak of_ 

the K39 resonance line as well as possible; the other four fre

quencies give two pairs of points symmetrically located on the 

shoulders of the peak, the first pair perhaps 10% below the maxi-

mum hot-wire current, the second about 20% below the peak current. 

The calibration transition frequency was taken to be the average 

of these six frequencies. To account for magnetic field drift 

during the 30-min integration time, the magnetic field for a given 

N14 resonance was assumed to be the average of the field measured 

just before and just after the nitrogen resonance was observed. 

The error assigned to the magnetic field measurement was plus or 

minus one-half of the total field drift during the integration 

period, or three parts in 10 7, whichever was greater; experience 

with the field indicated that random field variation superimposed 

upon the monotonic drift was of this order. For more than two-
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thirds of the resonances observed, the assigned error in the 

magnetic field was± 3 parts in 107. 

Virtually all of the data analysis for both the nitrogen 

and the calibration resonances was done by computer; data from 
I 

the first few resonances were processed by hand, but it was soon 

apparent that, in the interest of accuracy and sanity, simple 

programs should be used to carry.out the necessary aritlunetic 

operations. The nitrogen resonances themselves were least-squares 

fitted to a Lorentzian line shape sup·erimposed upon a nonzero 

* baseline; the computer program varied the center frequency, 

width, and amplitude of the Lorentzian curve, as well as the 

height and slope of the baseline. An example of a fitted nitrogen 

resonance is given in Fig. 18. 

In all, over 120 resonances were observed and recorded at 

magnetic fields of 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 kG. Of these, 93 were used 

·in the calculation of the gJ value result; the remainder were 

rejected on various grounds. The most common reason for rejection 

was that the resonance was taken with more than optimum rf power.t 

* This program was written by Prof. H. A. Shugart. 
t As the power increases from zero, the amplitude of a resonance 
rises to a maximum and then oscillates; this behavior is assoc
iated with the importance of multiple transitions at higher power 
levels. Optimum power is the power level necessary to produce the 
first maximum in the resonance amplitude. It is known that reso
nances can be asymmetrically distorted by overpowering. Unfortu
nately, owing to the long integration time required, and varying 
source efficiency, it was difficult to locate the optimum power 
level; probably most resonances used were considerably underpow
ered. Power level, however, did not seem to introduce significant 
error; the resonances rejected on the basis of over.powering yielded 
gJ values consistent with our final result. 

. ' 

·~ 
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Fig. 18. Fitted high-field resonance. 
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Other reasons include failure of the least-squares program to ob-

tain a fit because of poor signal-to-noise ratio, and grossly 

distorted resonance shape indicating inclusion of spurious data: 

occasionally, electrical interference caused either the entry of 

spurious counts, or computer malfunction. 

The gJ value was obtained.from the observed nitrogen and 

potassium transition frequencies with the use of a computer pro-

gram called Hyperfine rv. This program has been developed over a 

period of years by the Atomic Beam Group for the reduc-

tion of experimental data from atomic beam magnetic resonance 

experiments. It diagonalizes the Zeeman-hyperfine perturbation 

Hamiltonian given in Eq. (6), but also includes higher-order 

interactiontenns if necessary; by an iterative process, it finds 

the values of the various parameters in the Hamiltonian which 

I 

yield the best least-squares fit to the experimental data. In the 

present case, only gJ was allowed to vary. The values of the 

fundamental constants assumed in the program, as well as the 

d t f K39 and Nl4, . . Ap d. D assume parame ers or ~ are g1ven 1n pen lX • 

E. Results and Discussion 

At each of the three values of the magnetic field used, 

both the a and the f3 transitions were observed, with the magnetic 

* field in the C region in both its normal and reversed directions. 

* The sense of the field in the C region is considered normal 
when it points in the same direction as the fields in the A and 
B magnets. 
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The g3 values obtained under each set of experimental conditions 

are given in Table II. The experimental data, together with the 

uncertainties, and residuals from the least-squares fits, are 

given in Appendix E. 

The information given in Table II indicates that the sys-

tematic error in the results is about ~2 ppm. The result 

g3 = 2.002134(4), where the error represents the 90% confidence 

level, reflects our estimate of the systematic error. 

It is believed probable that the source of the systematic 

error is inhomogeneity of the magnetic field within the hairpin, 

taken in combination with the mode of field measurement used and 

the method of nitrogen resonance curve-fitting employed. The N14 

transition frequency is determined by fitting the entire resonance 

curve to a symmetrical line shape; the field measurement is made 

by locating the peak of the ~9 resonance as accurately as. pos

sible. If the field within the hairpin were perfectly homage-

neous, and if no other effect made the two resonances asymmetrica~ 

the difference in the ways in which the optimal transition fre-

quency is determined would introduce no error. If, however, the 

field within the hairpin were inhomogeneous' one would expect the 

shape of both the N14 and the K39 resonances to be affected by the 

field distribution; in general, the resonances would be asyrrrnet-

rical, Then the curve-fitting program no longer yields the optimal 

. . f f N14 1 . . trans1t1on requency or correct y, s1nce 1t assumes a symmet-

Iii 
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Table II .. gJ values obtained under different experimental 
conditions. The first five digits are 2.0021 in all cases; 
the remaining digits are given below. The statistical error 
given in parenthesis for each rrurnber is one standard devia
tion. These values assume that gJ(K39, 2Sy)=2.002295. 

4 kG: 

Transition Field Normal 

3 005(47) 

2 904(33) 

Field Reversed 

3 546 (33) 

3 502(44) 

Average 

3 276(40) 

3 203(39) 

All 4-kG data (34 observations): gJ = 2.00213240(19) 

x2 = 309 

3.5 kG: a 

s 
3 547(60) 

3 326(73) 

• 3 490 (62) 

3 586(56) 

3 519(61) 

3 456(65) 

3 kG: 

All 3.5-kG data (20 observations): gJ = 2.00213505(31) 

x2 = 44.9 

3 411(58) 

3 620(52) 

3 761(49) 

3 616(41) 

3 586(54) 

3 618(47) 

All 3-kG data (39 observations): gJ = 2.00213617(24) 

i = 89.7 

All data.from all fields treated together (93 observations): 

gJ = 2.00213406(14) 

x2 = 604 

' . : 
! 

.• 
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* rical line shape ; but it is essentially from a comparison of the 

two optimal transition frequencies that the g3 value is calculated. 

A number of facts can be marshalled in support of this 

hypothesis. A discrepancy with.this hypothetical source would be 

expected to be a small fraction of a linewidth; the t2-ppm error 

represents about ±1/10 full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 

N14 resonance. The discrepancy would be expected to be a strong 

function of magnetic field history, and indeed, that is observed 

in the data; furthennore, as long as the field is kept constant so 

that the field distribution does not change, internally consistent 

results would be obtained; they are.t Finally, on the K39 reso-

nance, which is observed with excellent signal-to-noise ratio on 

the hot-wire detector, the postulated line-shape asymmetry is in 

fact observed, and is of the right order of magnitude to account 

for the error (-10% ~. 

To further test this hypothesis, some seventeen K39 reso-

nances were observed using the mass spectrometer detector with its 

data collection system (Fig. 19); "calibration" data were taken 

with the hot-wire detector as usual before and after each integra

tion period. Indeed, a small systematic discrepancy between the 

fitted data and the data adquired from the hot wire was observed; 

the discrepancy was -0.2 ppm. If the effect scaled with line

width, this might account for errors of the order of 0. 6 ppn in 

* Allowing for asymmetry in the curve-fitting program would not 
help. Our five-parameter fit already gives a "better" fit than 
the data justify. 
t See Appendix E. 
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Fig. 19. K39 resonance observed with mass spectrometer; high 

background is due to scattering-of K39 by the relatively high 

pressure of N2 in the source chamber. 
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14 the N data. These measurements were made at 3,5 kG, where it 

appears that the field was more uniform than at either 3 or 4 kG; 
39 . the FWI-JM of the K resonance was about 60 kHz, whereas a typical 

width at 4 kG was 85 kHz. 

It should be noted that previous precision measurements 

comparing the g
3 

values of the alkali metals were made using this 

beam machine and an identical hairpin~ 8 ; this effect was not ob-

served even though measurements were made to a precision of 

±2 parts in 107. Such would be the case if the above hypothesis 

were correct, since identical methods were used to locate both 

alkali peaks - the method we use to locate the calibration 

frequency. 

The possibility that field drifts or the Millman effect~ 9 

might be responsible for the systematic error wa? also considered. 

The fact that no Millman effect was observed in the much higher 

precision alkali g3 measurements with an ~dentical hairpin elimi

nates it as a tenable explanation for our error. On the other 

hand, undoubtedly field drift does produce asymmetry of the ob-

served resonance; alone, the drifts we observe are simply too 

small to account for the observed error, but they probably make 

some contribution. Another possible source of observed resonance 

asymmetry (and hence, of systematic error) is the previously 

mentioned distortion of the resonance by instability in [primarily 

the background] counting rate at mass 14. This source of error 

shruld certainly not be dependent upon the operating field in the 
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C region; since it would show itself in the potassiwn curve-fitted 

data, those data allow one to estimate an upper limit to this 

effect. While it probably also makes some minor contribution, its 

characteristics are not consistent with those of our observed 

systematic error. 

No doubt the systematic error could be further investi

gated and probably largely eliminated, resulting in a more 

accurate measurement of g3 (N14 , 4St); it was not thought worth

while to pursue the matter at ~e present time for the following 

reason: In the inunediate future, an experiment to determine the 

ratio g3(He, 3S1)/g3 (H, 2Sy
2

) to one or two parts in 107 will be 

undertaken. In order to achieve this precision, great care will 

be exercised to attain much greater homogeneity in the C field, 

and greater stability; the resonances will be observed by the 

Ramsey separated-oscillatory-field technique, 40 which yields very 

narrow lines. When the preparations for the hydrogen-helium 

experiment are complete, it should be relatively easy to remeasure 

g3 (N14 , 4 So/
2

) to much higher accuracy; at present that can be done 

only with considerable difficulty. 

As was made clear earlier, the value we find for g3(N14 , 

4So/
2

) uses the va~ue g3 (K39
, 2Sy

2
) = 2.002295 in the measurement 

of the magnetic field. Since the uncertainty introduced by all 

other parameters is small, what we have in fact measured is the 

. 14 39 14 ratlo g3(N )/g3(K ) = 0.9999196(20). One may put g3(N ) on an 

ab~olute basis, as we already have, by making use of the ratios48
' 50 
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87 39 87 g3(Rb. )/g3 (K ) and g3 (Rb )/g(e), and the new value of g(e) 

reported by Wesley and Rich. 25 One then calculates g3 (K39) 

= 2.002295(2), and our result becomes g3 (N14 , ~So/2 ) = 2.002134(5). 

The additionaluncertainty arises mainly from the ratio 

gJ(Rb87)/g(e). 

In comparing the present experimental g3 (N14) value with 

the earlier measurement of Heald and Beringer, 9 one finds that they 

differ by 10 ± 4.5 ppm. In considering this difference, it should 

be pointed out that their result was based upon only two measure-

ments, and that they made no study of possible systematic effects. 

Their main interest was the hyperfine structure, rather than the 

g
3 

value of nitrogen. In their similar work on the g3 value of 

hydrogen, they did observe systematic effects of the same order as 

thediscrepancy between our nitrogen result. and theirs. 

In conclusion, it has been established by our present ex

periment that the g3 value of the ~s% ground state of atomic 

nitrogen is in much better agreement with the calculated value 

than had been previously established. Our measured g3 value dif

fers from the most recent calculated value 8 by 4.0 ± 2.5 ppm, 

where the error is entirely experimental (the calculation did not 

include an error estimate), and differs\by 3.0 ± 3.5 ppm from the 

earlier calculation11 on which the· authors placed an error of 

1 ppm. 
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the initial phase of this research, the goal was to 

construct a universal molecular-beam detector which was to be as 

sensitive as possible. This was to be done by making use of state

of-the-art ultrahigh-vacutml techniques, and by equalling or 

exceeding the detection efficiency obtained in previously-

constructed universal detectors. 

Insofar as the vacuum aspects of the mass spectrometer are 

concerned, our goals were fully realized; the ultimate pressure and 

the residual gas characteristics of the device as it now stands 

are equal to those expected on the basis of our most optimistic 

calculations. 

In regard to detection efficiency, however, our goal was 

not completely realized; while the detection efficiency of our 

apparatus is comparable to that of most of the other universal 

detectors that have been const~cted, it seems likely that an 

improvement of one to two orders of rnagnitJde is possible. Effats 

to gain the increased efficiency have already commenced; owing to 

the flexibility of the basic design, there seems to be no intrin

sic difficulty preventing eventual achievement of our original 

goal. 

The failure of our effort to produce a beam containing a 

measurable concentration of CH illustrates the importance of 

detector sensitivity; for while it might be claimed that we simply 

didn't strike upon the appropriate technique for producing CH, it 

,. 

,. 
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may equally well be said that our detector was not sufficiently 

sensitive to measure the low concentration of CH which was most 

certainly present in the beams we did observe. With one or two 

orders of magnitude greater sensitivity, the CH that was present 

might indeed have been measurable. In spite of our negative 

results, our best estimates of the CH concentrations observed by 

others indicate that the lambda-doubling experiment still might 

be feasible -but it is certainly very difficult. 

Our experience with atomic nitrogen also provides motiva

tion for increasing the sensitivity of the detector; even before 

the appearance of our miniscule vacuum leak, we found it impossible 

to detect the 2P and 2D states of atomic nitrogen. They are expec

ted to be present in very low concentration, but the increased 

sensitivity which we may be able to obtain is of the right order of 

magnitude to make these states observable. 

Even without any increase in sensitivity, the existence of 

the universal detector opens up many lines of investigation; par

ticularly for heavier, stable species for which neither beam pro

duction nor interfering residual gas peaks present any major prob

lem, there should be little difficulty in carrying out hyperfine 

structure, nuclear moment, and precision g3 measurements. There 

is also the still-fascinating prospect of studying by the beam 

technique the microwave spectra of free radicals less difficult 

to produce than CH. 
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APPENDIX A. ~ADRIJPOLE LENS MATRIX CALCULATION 

This program, written in Fortran II, calculates the focal 

properties of a quadrupole lens system consisting of two equal

length quadrupole sections separated by a drift space (Fig. 7) . 

All dimensions are given in em and all potentials in volts. Since 

the elementary theory of electrostatic quadrupole lenses is dis

cussed adequately by Bullock1 and by Geise, 2 we merely define the 

parameters used in our program. Our notation follows Geise. 

The distance between the centerline of the lens system and 

the surface of any of the eight cylinders is given by RO. The 

effective length of each section is A, which may be taken as the 

physical length of the cylinders plus lj'+ RO at each end to acco'lJilt 

for. the fringing fields. 'The effective length of the drift space 

is S, which is the physical separation of the two sections minus 

Y2 RO. The potential on the first section is given by VO(l), 

and on the second by V0(2); the ion energy (in eV) is given by VA. 

The horizontal and vertical coordinates of a beam ion are given by 

x and y respectively; the z axis is taken as the centerline of the 

lens system. The initial conditions for an ion entering the lens 

system are given by 

AINH =(~) ~ AINV =(~)· 
In addition to the lens parameters, the program prints out (x, 

dx/dz): entering the lens, entering the drift space, entering the 

. ; 
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second section, in the middle of the second section, and leaving 

the lens system. Finally, FH (the distance between the effective 

end of the lens system and the point where the ion crosses the 

vertical symmetry plane) is printed. If the ion entered parallel 

to the z axis, this position corresponds to the horizontal focal 

point. Similar information is printed out for the vertical posi

tion and slope (y, dy/dz), and the vertical crossover. 

This program provides for scanning VO(l) and V0(2). Since 
' 

V0(2) is usually smaller than VO(l), the program requires VO(l) 

and BLW = VO(l) - V0(2) be read in. 10 is the number of times one 

wishes to increment VO(l) and DEL(l) is the size of the voltage 

' increment; LLO is the number of times one wishes to increment 

V0(2), and DEL(2) is the size of that voltage increment. 

Three types of data card are required: the first gives 

AINV and AINH; the second, 10, LLO, BLW, DEL; and the last, A, S, 

RO, VO(l), and VA. The same set of voltage scans may be performed 

for lenses with different design parameters by including more than 

one card of the last type. The final data card should be blank; 

when the program reads this card a normal exit will be executed. 
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P~OGRAM QPOLEIINPU!tO~TPUTJ 
C . Two SECTION ELECTROSTATIC QUAOHUI-'OLt. 
C HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ~0CAL LF.NGTHS 
c 

~ATRIX CALCULATlO~ UF 

c 
SINHF(XJ a tEXPFtXJ • EXPF(•XJ)I2~0 
COSHFtXJ a tEXPFtXJ +EkPFI•X)ll2•0 
DIMENSioN CNVRGt2t~t2lt ORFlQt2,2lt OVRGI2t2t2lt ORFTLI2t2)t 

1 AOUTVt2JtAOuTHt2J~Voi2JtOELt~l 
DIMENSION AINH(2)t AJNVI2lt A~tzl, wJNTISt2lt Xl21• A8S~t2l 

1 FOHMAT tii40H QUADRUPOLE LEN~ MAIRI~ CALCULATION /1) 
12 FORMAT t 2Xt 7HAKI1f • F7o4t 3Xt.7HAK{2J • F7o4t 3Xt 3HA • F6o2t 

13Xt3HS =1F6o21 2Xt 7HVOI11 =1FB.Zt3xt7HVOI21 iilF8.2 t3Xt41'iVA c 
2 1Fl0o2 ,jx, 4HRO • 1F6o2 II . -

3 FORMAT t1H, 5Fl0o4l 
5 FORMAT tlH t 4Fl0oZI 

43 FORMAT tlH 3FlOo4 I 
202 FORMAT tl lOXt 4HFH • 1F10o2 II 
222 F0RMAf t17X, 20HH0HIZONTAL FnCIJSlNG t II) 

22 FORMAT t t lOx, 5H x.i Fl0,6, 10H oxiDZ • ; Fl0.6), 1 1 
24 FORMAl (4H Z•t F6o0t SH X• , Fl0o6t lOH OXI()l c Fl0!6 

303 FORMAT t I lOX, 4HFV • lFJO,:) II 
333 FOHMA! t Ill 7X, 20H VERTICAL FOCUSING ' II) 

33 FORMAT ( t lOx, SH Y• - Fl0,6, lOH OYIOZ = t F10o61 II 
35 FORMA! 14H l•t F6!~• SH Y= FlU,6, lOH OYIOZ a tFl~,6) 

402 FORMAT t2I6,3F 0,21 
READ ~' AINVt AlNH 
READ ·~2, LOtLLOtBLWtOEL 

37 READ 3, AtStROtVO(l),VA 
IF tAl 41,41,38 

38 no 39 L c 1,LO 
V0(2) : VOtl) • BLIII 
DO 34 LL a ltLLO 
DO 66 I a 1,2 

66 AKtii • t1oOIROl*tVOtliiVA)**•S 
DO 6 I c 112 
XIII • ABSFIAK(J)*A) 

b ABSK t 1 l a . ABSF t AK I I) I 
PRINT l . . 
PRINT 12• AKt At St VOt VAt QU 
oo 7 I= 1' 2 
CNVRGIIt1tll 
CNVRG<lt2t ll 
CNVRG<lt1t2) 
CNVRGt lt2t21 

• COSFtX(l)) 
• •ABSKtil*SIN~tXtlll 
II ( loOIAdSK (J)) •SINI' (X ti)) 
• COSFtX(l)) . 

7 CONTINUE 
oo 9 Jiq t2 
OVRGtJ;l,l) • COSHF(X{J)) 
oVRG(jt2t11 = ABSKlJI*SINHFixtJ)I 
OVRG1Jtlt2l: 11,0/ABSK(J))*SlNHF(XtJll 

9 DVRGt.:Jt2t21 = COSHFtX(J)) 
10 CONTINUE 

ORFTOtltll = 1•0 
ORFTQt2,ll aO,O 
ORF T Q t l, 2 l : S 
DRFTQt2,2J ,. l,o 
DO 15 J c l, 2 

15 WINTtltJ) o: CNVRGtltJt1)*AlNHt1) + CNVRG(1tJ,2)0AJNHt2) 
DO 17 J•l t 2 

17 WINTt2tJ) = DRfTQ(~tll*wi~Tiltll + oRFTQtJt2)*wiNTilt21 
DO 19 J=l•2 

19 WINTt4tJ) • UVRG(2tJtl)*IIIINT(2tll + OVRGI2t~t21*wiNTt2t21 
20 CONTINUt , 

DRFTQiit21 a S+A/2o0 
DO 21 Jcl,2 -

21 WINTt3tJ) ··DRFTQtJtli*WI~TI1tl) + DRfTQ(Jt2)•wiNTilt21 
ORFTQtl~2) : S -
PRINT 222 
PRINT 22t AlNH, I(WJNTiltJ)t J=l•2ltl •lt~l 
FH a•WlNTt~,l)/WINT(4t2) 
PRINT 202, FH -

244 CONTINUE 

I •I 
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DO 25 J•l•2 
25 WlNTC5tJ) • DVRGCltJtl>•AINVcl> • OVRGCltJt2)*AINVC2) 

DO 27 Jal,2 
27 WlNT(6tJ) II ORFTQ(Jtll*WINTC~,1) • oRFTQ(Jt2)*~INTI5e2) 

DO ~9 Jal,2 I 
29 WINTIBtJ) II CNVRGC2tJtl)*WINr(6e1) + CN~RGC2tJt2l*WIN!C6t2) 

ORFTQ(l,2) II s • A/2.0 
oo 31 J=lt2 

31 WINT(7tJ) • DRFTQ(Jt11*WINTC~t11 • oRFTQIJt2l*•INTI5t21 
ORFTQilt21 • S 
PRINT 333 
PRINT 33t AlNV t clwiNT(JtJltJ11 l•z>•I=s•BI 
~V ••WlNTC8tll/wiNT(8t21 
PRINT 303t FV 

34 V0(2) • V0(2) • OELC21 
39 VO c 11 • 110 C 1> • DEL c 11: 

GO TO 37 
41 CALL E.XIT 

ENO 

QUADRUPOLE ~ENS MATRIX CALCULATION 

AK ( 1) = 
. vo .( 1) • 

AK(2) II 

vo<z>.~~ 

MORIZONTAL FOCUSING 

X• ,100000 
x• •075623 
x• ,056955 
X• ,033620 
xa ,019096 

FH II 3e84 

VERTICAL FOCUSING 

'(II 1,270000 
Y: 1•606~87 .,. le887910 
'fll 2•239064 
'fll 2el69844 

FV • 87.31 

.loos A = 6,3~ s • 2,54 
655•00 VA • 10000•00 RO II 

DX/DZ II o. 
DXIOZ • -!00735() 
DXIDl • ··00735n 
O.Vl>Z II .. ; o·0735n 
DX/IJZ II -;004978 

DYIDZ II o. 
DY1DZ II ~ 11 o6on 
DYIDZ • !llo6on 
DYIDZ II !ll060o 
DYIDZ • -!02485j 
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APPENDIX B. "PAPER" "MASS SPECTRCMETER 

Our ray-tracing program s~ltaneously traces three tra

jectories through the field generated by any sector-shaped magnet; .1 

the sector angle is designated PHIMA.G. The vertex of the sector 

fixes the origin of an x-y coordinate system used in the program; 

the positive y axis corresponds to the plane of symmetry of the 

magnetic sector. The angle PHIMAG, as well as all other angles, 

is given in radians, and all distances are given in em. 

We define a reference line, akin to an "optical" axis, 

which traverses the momentum analyzer. Within the magnetic-sector 

pole-face boundaries, this line is an arc of radius RO, the center 

of curvature of which is the origin. This arc intersects the pole

face boundaries normally; outside of the pole-face boundaries, the 

reference line is straight, and is an extension of the arc as de

fined within the boundaries. This line is called the "ideal mean 

ion path" (TIMIP); RO is chosen so that the arc is equidistant from 

the inner and outer boundaries of the pole faces. The real tra

jectories lie not far from this reference line; position along the 

reference line is designated S, where S = 0 is defined as the 

plane containing the source slit. The perpendicular displacement 

of the three trajectories from the IMIP is given by D(I), 

I = 1 to 3, where the D(I) are functions of S. The sign conven

tion takes D(I) < 0 if the trajectory lies on the same side of the 

IMIP as the origin. The distance of the source from the leading 

pole-face boundary is given by SO; the initial perpendicular dis-

.. : 
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placements of the three trajectories from the IMIP are DO(!), 

I = 1 to 3. The initial angles each of the trajectories make with 

the IMIP are given by SPRD(I), where the angles are considered 

positive if they tend to increase D(I) with increasing S. The 

respective energies (in eV) are V(I). 

The program requires one to give the value of the magnetic 

field at 40 points along the IMIP. The field data are entered 

as BD(J), J = 1 to 40; here BD(J) is the fraction of the uniform 

field C (that exists within the magnetic-sector boundaries) that 

one measures at point J. The point J is given by SNN(J), which is 

the distance along the IMIP from point J to the positive y axis. 

SNN(J) is negative for points located at negative values of x, and 

positive otherwise. The program assumes that the field is a 

function of S only; this is an adequate assumption as long as the 

trajectories are near the IMIP. The field between data points is 

obtained by interpolation. It is necessary to concentrate most of 

the data points in the immediate vicinity of the pole-face boun-

daries where the field is changing rapidly. 

The program divides the IMIP into L intervals beginning at 

S = 0, each of length DELTA. In each interval the field is 

assumed to be constant. A singly charged particle, the S coord

inate of which falls in a given interval, is assumed to describe 

a trajectory of radius 
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where AM is the mass of the particle in aJIR.l, V is its energy in 

eV, and B is the value of the magnetic field assigned to that par

ticular interval. This assumption; plus the requirement that the 

trajectory and the direction of travel be continuous at the inter-

val bow1daries is all that is required to trace out the trajec-

tories from the source to the value of S corresponding to 

DELTAxL. 

There are several types of input data required: the loca-

tion of the forty magnetic-field data points SNN(J); the fractional 
' 

field at the forty points BD(J); SO, RO, and PHIMAG; AM and C; 

SPRD(I), DO(!), and V(I); and finally DELTA, L, TAD, AND NB. 

The last two quantities enter only if one wishes to rw1 the pro

gram through for more than one value of the uniform field C; TAD 

is the increment in C, and NB is the number of increments desired. 

After printing out the input data, the program gives S, 

D(2), DL = D(l) - D(2), DS = D(3) - D(2), and X(I), Y(I) for 

I = 1 to 3 for selected values of S. These parameters are printed 

out every five centimeters except near a focus, where they are 

printed out at every interval boundary. 

Since the program is written in Fortran II, it can be rw1 

on an IBM 1620, if one makes use of Local subroutines; however, 

the running time is excessive. If DELTA is 1 mm, for our analyzer, 

one pass through the program takes more than an hour. Obviously, 

the use of a faster computer is desirable. 
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PRoGRAM IOCMSIINPUT,OUTPUTI 
C t6N OH~IT CALCULAtiON-~OR A ~ASS SPECTROMETER 
c 

DIMEN~ION SN(40)t ~0(40)t D0 1Jit SPRD(3)t GA~MA(Jlt V(3)t SM4<3lt 
1 X ( 3) t Y ( 3) • D ( 3) t 5NN ( 4 0 l t 01')0 ( 3 l 

COMMON StALPHAtXOt~OtX1,YltR~HCtX02tY02tROtP~lOoSO•~ElAtS~tXStYSt 
1 x,y,S~4tO~PHlMAGtXM,Y~,SPRO,Vt00tAMtCt8DoSNtSNNtDELTAtLtiADt~B 

3 FORMAl ( 5Fl0,3) 
• 5 FORMAT (!)nOo4 l 

9 FORMAT 13F10,3l 
10 FORMAl I 2F10o3 l 
11 FORMAT I 6F10,3 /3f10.0 l 

101 FORMAT 14X; 1HS 6X; 4HX(l) 6xt4HY(l) oll, 4HU11l 6X• 4HXI2lo &Xt 
14HY(2ft 6Xt 4H0(2lt 6Xt ltHX(,)t 6x, 4HY13lt 6Xo 4H0(3) /1) 

103 FOH1'1Ai I'+Xt 1F7 1 2t 9Fl0,it) 
105 FOHMAT ( //9Xt lHS 6Xt 4Hn12l 7x,2HOL 8Xt 2HDS 30Xt S~llltY c Ill 
107 FORMAT ( 4X, 1F7o2t 3fl0,3 l 
150 FORMAT (/4Xt l0Fl0o4 /) 
167 FORMAT (/4X, 4HSO i:i 1F8,3, 2Xt 4HXl c 1F8,3t 2Xt 4HY1 = 1i'Bo3t 2Xt 

1 4HS3-= 1F8o3t 2Xt 4HX5 = 1F8o3t 2Xt 4HY5 II 1FB,3 ll 
223 FORMAT llf"l0,3, 1110, 1F}0,3, lilO l 

READ 3t SNN 
READ !), BD 

13 READ 9t SOt ROt PHlMAG 
READ l~t AM, C 
IF (AM) 100,100, 14 

lit READ 11, SPRD tOOt V 
DO 144 1 c 1, 3 

1 H DOl) I I l • DO Ill 
READ 223, DELTA, L• TAO, NB 
DO 111 N c 1, N~ 
00 154 1 • 1' 3 

15ft 00(11 = 000(1) 
DO 109 10 = ltl 
51~ = 5,0 
CALL H;ADPR 
CALL HTw 
PRINT io7t SOt Xlt Ylt 53t X;t Y~ 
PRINT lOS 
oUMMY = cOSF IPHIOl + ?INF IPHyO) • T ANF IPHIOl 
DO 990 K II ltL 
S = S + DELTA/2,0 
DO 503 J c lt'+O 
FM : SN(Jl 
FM1 = SN(J+ll 
If (FM,;,;Sl 502tS03t503 

502 IF(fMl- Sl 503,407,407 
407 A = C*<HOIJ+ll ·IIFMl •5)/IFMl .FMll*ldOIJ+ll • BO(Jlll 

GO TO 505 . .. 
503 CONTINUE. 
505 5 • 5 •. OELTA/2,0 

DO 97 1 • lt3 
R • 112o07282E.4*AM*VIlll**•S)/B 
R2 a H**2 
5M2 • .;.;l,0/SM4(ll 
SM22 = SM2*•2 

-~ XO • XIII • SM2*R/IABSF(5"12l•l< loO • SM22l**.5l l 
vo. Yll> • SM2•cxo -·~<Ill 
xoz = ·xo••2 
voz = vo••2 
IF' IS • SOl 9lt 92t 92 

92 IF' cs • SJl 93t 95t 95 
91 CALL ~fMAG(Il 

GO TO 97 
93 CALL wiNMAGill 

GO TO 97 
95 CALL AFMAGIIl 

GO TO 97 



97 CONTINUE. 
OL = U(i) • 0121 
OS :a U·l3) .. 0(2) 
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IF ISIS .. S • o01l 980•99,99 
99 tfcABS~Fcocll- oc3ll -,011 9Q•h9._9,990 
~99 tfCS ;;. -100,) 990 1 99~,98 
980 SIS = SIS • s,O 

98 PRINT l03tSt DCZl• DL• OS,XI1l•YI}loXCZltYIZltXC31tYCJl 
990 CONTINUE 

oo 109 I = lt3 
109 00 C II • DO (I l • , 5 

so .. so .. 1,0 
111 C a: C • TAD 

GO TO 13 
100 CALL t::XIT 

ENO 
FUNCTION TANf()J.) 
TANF = SINFCXl/COSFCXI 
RETURN 
ENO 
SU~ROUTlNE READPR 
DIMENSION SNC40lt ~0(40lt DOcJlt SPROI3lt GAt.IMAI3lt VIJ), SM4131t 

1 X I 3) ' Y ( J l t 0 I 3 l ' SNN I 4 0 l 
COMMON S,ALPHAtlJ.OtYO,Xl,Yl,R,H2,X02,Yu2,ROtP~IOoSOtBETAtS~,xS,yS, 

l x,y,SMlt,OtPHIMAGtXMoY~,SPRO,v,oo,AM,C,BOtSN,SNNtDELTA,L,TAOtNB 
1· FORMAT C//1X, SOH MAS~ SPECT~oMETE~ I6N OR~IT CALCULAT16~-

l i I l .. -. 

2 FOHMAT' ( 4Xo 36H SN c VALUE of S AT ~ • OA!A POINTS 1111 
4 FORMAT (4X, 5Fl0,3) 
6 FORMAT C//4X,20H BO = 6/BICO~~T,l Ill) 
7 FORMAl 14Xt 5F10,4.) 

19 FORMAl I//4Xt4HSO• ~F8o3t2Xt lt~RO = 1F8,3tZX, BHPH1MAG • lFlO,S, 
1 Zx/ll -

21 FORMAl I 4Xt 3HM • ' lF7,2• •X• 3HC • t 1Fl2,2t //) 
22 FORMAT 1//lXt 3HI • lU,lHlt lltXt lH2t 14Xt 1H3 //I 
23 FORMAT I I 4Xt 10H SPRD • /4x, 3Fl5,5 //4X•'+H V = /'tXt 

1 3Fl5;Z II 4Xt 4H 0 =-/ 4Xt ~Fl5o3//l 
Zit FORMAT (/4Xt 7HOELTA:; 1F6,2, 2X• 3HL., 116• 2Xo SHTAO • lF10o4• 

1 2x, 4HNB c 1lb //) . 
1033 FORMAT C/4Xt lSHXtYIINITIALl "' 6Fl0•4 /I) 

PRINT-1 
PRINT 2 
ALPHA • PHlMAGizoo 
DO 12 I = lt40 

12 SN(II a SNN(Il • SO • ~0°ALP1-4A 
SNFA • SINFIALPHAl 
CSFA • COSf(ALPHAl 
Xl • •CS0°CSFA • R0°SNFAl 
Yl • HO*CSFA .. SO*SNFA
DO 1 31 I •- 1 • 3 
GAMMAill : SPRO(l) • ALPHA 
ANij = GAMMAill 

15 SM4Cll-= TANFCANG) 
X I Il = .. DOC 1) 0 SINF (ALPHA) • .-.1 

131 YIII • OOill*COSF(lLPHAl • yl 
1000 PRINT 4, SN 

PRINT 6 
PRINT 7, BD 

14 PRINT l9, SOt RQ, PHIMAG 
PRINT 21, AM, C 
PRINT 22 
PRINT 23t SPROt v, DO 
PRINT 24, DELTA, Lt TAD, NB 
PRINT 1033, X(l)tYI1)tX(2ltYt2),A(l)tYI31 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE HT• 
DIMENSION SNI40l• ~01401• OOtJlt SPROI31• GA~MA(Jl• V(Jl• 5M4131t 



• 
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1 X131t Vl3), 013), SNNI40) 
COMMON StA~PNAtXOtYOeXl,YleR,H2t402tV02tROtP~lOtSOtBETAtSJ,X5tVS 1 

1 XtVtSM4tUtPHlMAGt~M,V~,SPRO,Vt00tAMtCtHO•S~tSNNtOELT~tLtiAOt~8 
BETA = A~PHA - . . .. 
PHJO = -BETA 
53 a HO*PHlMAG • SO 
XS : HO* SlNFI~ETAl 
y5 m HO•COSFIBETAI. 
s = 0, . 
RETURN 
ENU 
SU~ROUT1NE BFMAGill 
DIMENSION SNI4t))·t 80140), 00t3lt SPR0131t GA'4MAI3)t Vl31t SM4131t 

1 11131 t V13l • 0131 t SNN140) 
COMMON 5tALPHAtXOtVOeXl,Vl,R~H2tA02tY02tROtPH10tSOtBETAtS3tX5tYSt 

1 XoYtSM4tOtPHlMAGtXMeVMtSPRO,Vt00tAMtCtBO•SNtSNNtOELTAtLtlADtNB 
SM '" 1 ANF IA~PHAI ' 
CSFA: COSFIA~PHAl 
XM m Xl • S•CSFA 
YM o: SM*IXM·X11 • V1 
SMP = •1, 0/SM 
Al • SM~*IXM •XOl •VM 
SMP2 = SMP**2 
Bl m 2,0o1Al .. SMP2•YOllll,U • SMP21 
cl = IA1**2 • SMP2*1V02 • R2)1111o0 • SMP21 
VII) "•8112,0 • 11';'1 .. 2 •4oo*Cli**,Sll2,0 
XIII"' liM • IYIII • YMllSMP 
SM41II ., •IX(ll • XQIIIVIII .. VOl 
Dill = •IXIIl•~Ml*SINf IA~PHA) • IV (II • VMI*CSFA 
RETURN 
ENU 
SUBROUTJNl WlNMAGill 
DiMEN~iON SN140)t 8UI40lt 00 1Jlt SPROI31t GA,.MAI31t Vl31t SM4131t 

1 X(31t Y(31, 0(3), SNN(40) . . 
COMMON StA~PHAtXOtYO,X1,YltR,H2,AQ2,VV2tROoPHIOoSOtBETAtS~tX5tYSt 

1 ~tVtSM4,0ePHIMAGt~M,YM,SPRO,Vo00,AM,CtBDtS~,SNNeOELTitLtiAOtNB 
PHI a I S• SOIIRO • PHIO - . -
TNFI = TANFIPHII 
TNFI2 = TNFI .. 2 
Bl '" -2,0•IVO • XO*TNF1)111on • TNFI21 
Cl., IX02 + V02 • R?lill,O + TNF121 . 
VIII : •6112,0 +1181• 0 2 • 4o~*Cli**,SI12,0 
X(l) = TNFI•VIll . 
SM4(ll : •lXlii •XOIIIY(ll • YOI 
CSF I : COSF (PHl l 
SNFI = SINF (PHil 
XM : HO*SNFI 
YM m RO*CSFI 
Dill = lXlii • XMl*SNFl + <Vtil • YMI*CSFI 
RETURfll 
END 
SUBROUTINE AFMAGill 
DIMENsioN SN14ol• ~o<4ol. DO<J'• SPRDIJI• GAMMA<3>• v131, SM4'3'• 

1 X131t V(31t 0131t SNN1401 
COMMON StA~PHAtXOtVOtXl,YltR~H2,A02,V02eROtPHIOoSQeBETA,S3tXStYSt 

1 X1 YtSM4t0tPHIMAGtXMoYM,SPRU,Vt00tAMtCtBD•SNeSNNtOELTAtLtlAOtNB 
SM = • TANF I BE TAl -
XM a XS • iS ;. S3l*COSF(8ETA! 
VM • SM*IXM •1151 + Y5 
SMP • •1,0/SM 
SMP2 '" SMP**2 
Al • SMP*IXM• Xol • YM 
81 a 2,0oiA1 •SMP2*YO 1111.0 • SMP21 
C1: CA1••2 • SMP2*<voc • R2)llll,O • SMP21 
VIII • • Bl/2,0 • 1181*•2 • 4oO*Cl1••.5112,0 
X I II • XM + ( Y (I I • VM I IS"'P 
SM4(Il = • (X(ll • XOli(V<Il • VOl 
Dill = lXlii • XMI*SJNFIBETAI + IV(II • YMI*cOSFIBETAl 
RETURN 
ENU 
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APPENDIX C. TI-IEORY OF LAMBDA DOUBLING IN Q--1 

We shall take two approaChes: In· the first, we examine 

the molecular Hamil toni an and identify the terms which are res

ponsible for t}le lambda doubling; in the second, we seek a phys

ical interpretation of the phenomena. 

The molecular Hamiltonian for a diatomic molecule can 

conveniently be expressed as a sum of terms: 

'J{= 'J{ + 'J{ + JL. e v -R 

Here 'J{e gives the terms associated with electronic motion, 'J{v the 

terms associated with vibrational motion, and ~ the contribution 

owing to the rotation of the molecule as a whole. 

Because the nuclei are so much heavier than the electrons, 

it is possible to consider the electronic, vibrational, and rota-

tiona! motions of the molecule separately (Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation), treating mutual interactions as perturbations. In 

this spirit, the energy of a diatomic molecule can be given as a 

sum of terms 

T = Te + G(v) + F(J) 

where T is the electronic energy and e 

G(v) 

F(J) 

1 
"" we(v + 2) 

~ BJ(J + 1) 

where v is the vibrational quantum number and J is the rotational 

quantum number. -1 For the ground state of CH, we "" 2, 800 em and 

.. 

.... 



... 
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-1 B ::: 14 an The electronic energies are IIR.lch like those in 

atoms; for CH, the first excited electronic state is -25,000 cm-l 

above the ground state. 

In diatomic molecules, the electronic terms are designated 

in a manner analogous to the atomic case; but a difference is 

introduced because the electrons do not move in a spherically 

symmetric potential, but rather in a potential which is cylin

drically symmetric about the internuclear axis. As a result, for 

a diatomic molecule, good quantum numbers, E and A, are associated 

with the operators S and L respectively, where z is taken along z z 
the internuclear axis. For atoms, we haveS, P, D, F, •.. terms 

corresponding to values of L = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... ; for diatomic mole-

cules, we have E, IT,~'¢, ... terms corresponding to values of 

IAI = 0, 1, 2, 3, For atoms, one adds the total electronic 

angular momentum J, as a subscript; here we add the total elec-

tronic angular momentum projected onto the internuclear axis 

lnl = IE + AI as a subscript. In both cases, the multiplicity 

= 2S + 1 is added as a left superscript. So diatomic molecular 

states are designated 2 IT3h' 1Eo, etc. 

Now we consider the Hamiltonian. We lump the electronic 

and the vibrational parts together and call the result ~0 , and 

consider only :HR.· For a classical rigid body, the rotational 

Hamiltonian is given, in terms of angular momenta and moments of 

inertia about its principal axes, as 
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2 2 2 . p .P p 
JL =~+L+.2_ 
~R 2I 2I 2I • 

X. y Z 

For a diatomic molecule, any angular momentum along the z axis 

(the internuclear axis) is electronic in origin, and is not due to 

end-over-end rotation; hence we assume the last term is also 

tucked into JC
0

, and only consider the first two·. 

Px and Py are angular momenta generated by end-over-end 

rotation of the molecule; if the molecule were held in a fixed 

orientation, of course, we would have ~ = 0. But, in the absence 

of fields, it is the total angular momentum of the molecule, 

designated J, which is conserved, rather than the portion due to 

end-over-end rotation. In order to express Px and Py in terms of 

J, we IIRlSt subtract those portions of the total angular momentum 

that are due to the electrons: 

S - 1 
X X 

and S - 1 y y 

Note that, if the orientation of the molecule is clamped, 

j = L + S, and then~ = 0 as required. 

To ~ we add a term that accounts for the spin-orbit 

interaction in the molecule, and then write the Hamil toni an as: 

JC = JC + JCt = JC + B r(J -s -1 ) 2 + (J -S -1 ) 2] + AL ·S 
o o lxxx yyy , 

Here 

is called the rotational constant, expressed in em -l and A is the 

,,, 
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spin-orbit constant. 

We expand 'Jf' to give 

'JC' = B[J(J+l) - J\
2] + BS(S+l) + ALzSz - 2J3.1·S 

+ B(L~ + L~) + (2B+A)(LxSx + LYSY) - 2B(JxLx +'JYLY) . 

Now we note that the zeroth-order wave fnnctions obtained by 

solving ~~ = E~ are characterized by the quantum numbers ~, 1\, ~' 

and that the energy is dependent on the magnitude, but not the 

sign, of these quantum numbers. 

~( -~., -1\, -r2) are degenerate. 

In particular, ~(Z, 1\, rt) and 

Since 'JC is invariant under a 
0 

reflection of all coordinates through a plane containing the inter

nuclear axis, the proper zeroth_order wave functions must be 

eigenfunctions of that .reflection operator. The wave functions 

given by 

1 { ~+ = IZ ~(~, A, ~) + ~( -~, -1\, 

and 

~ _ = Jz-{ ~(E, A, !1) - 1/-( -E, -A, 

have the appropriate symmetry. Of course, under 'JC , they are 
0 

.still degenerate. JC', however, the rotation-fine structure Hamil-

tonian, lifts the degeneracy. The last two terms (which are off

diagonal in J\) are responsible. These terms connect states which 

differ in J\ by ±1. InCH, the nearest excited electronic state is 

-1 -25,000 ern away from the ground state, and as a result, the 

splitting caused by these terms in the Hamiltonian is quite small 

I 
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-on the order of 10-2 the rotational level separation, or less. 

So we have the situation that each rotational level is "double," 

that is, each is split into two nearly degenerate sublevels; this 

is the lambda doubling which, in the 2IIt;
2 

ground state of 01, 

formed the original object of this research. 

It is to be noted that, if E = ~ = n = 0, no such doubling 

arises. If~ = 0, but E r 0, there is an analogous doubling called 

"spin splitting." 

There does exist a nice physical argument that can account 

for most features of lambda doubling. Consider a single electron 

moving in the cylindrically symmetric potential of the bvo nuclei 

and the closed shells of the other electrons; the dependence of 

its wave function on the azimuthal angle¢ must be given by e±i~¢. 

The·requirement of reflection symmetry gives one the wave func-
1 

tions 

d _!_ { +i~¢ - i~¢} an l'le -e 

which, ,in the absence of rotation, are degenerate. In the pres-

ence of rotation, . the wave functions must be invariant under a 

reflection containing both the internuclear axis and the axis of 

rotation; that is to say, that plane fixes ¢ = 0. 

Consider the case of ~ = 1; our wave functions then look 

like a cosine and a sine function, respectively. In the first 

case, the electron density is concentrated about the plane con-

taining the axis of rotation and the internuclear axis; in the 

second, the electron density is concentrated about a plane perpen-

..... ! 
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dicular to the first. It is clear that an electron characterized 

by the one.wave function would have a different moment of inertia 

about the axis of rotation than one characterized by the other; in 

the first (cosine) case, the electron is, on the average, much 

closer to the axis of rotation. 

So one would expect each type of wave function to give 

rise to a series of rotational levels with slightly different val-

ues of B; the the splitting would be proportional to J(J+l). Such 

is the case for lambda doubling. For fl. > 1, the wave functions 

look.like cos/\.¢ and sin/\.¢; the larger fl. is, the less difference in 

the moment of inertia these two functions would make, and indeed 

the splittings associated with lambda doubling are greatest for 

fl. = 1, and decline with increasing fl.. So this simple explanation, 

which totally ignores the existence of spih, does account for the 
I 

gross behavior of lambda doubling. It cannot, of course, account 

for the details. 

A thorough treatment of this subject may be found in the 

text by Herzberg, 1 and in a paper by Dousmanis, Sanders, and 

Townes. 2 
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APPENDIX D. VALUES OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS USED 

]..lih = 1.399 610 8(5) MHz/sec-gauss 1 

Mp/me = 1836.10(4) 
2 

gJ = 2.002 295 (2) 
3 

gi = 1.419 24 (8)xlo- 4 Cllr expressed in Bohr magnetons) It 

5 
tw = 461.719 723 (30) 

gi = 0.4035(1) (]JI expressed iR nuclear magnetons) 6 

a = 10.450929 (2) MHz
7 

b = 0.00000132(50) MHz
7 

Iii 
I 
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APPENDIX E. DATA 

(a) 
Jl, G E~-<RO~ C~otl 

~o. IN G c;QJAtlE 

-2,0l!213400 n. R.l4514nc;9F.•Ol 
-2.00213005 ,OOOOU047 l•3l~17t;l7E•01 

&4. -2,00?13005 ,00000047 1·13~V'iJ7f•OI 

HlJr>J F ~::1JLI~ "JC 'f OtSi~UAI. F~E" E'"I~OP F ~ M ~ !1~LTA ~ wEIG•H 

"'U• l>tCISECI I~CISECI I~CI~Ul I I GAUSS I t ;~.o.usc; 1 FAcTOQ 

bl 11> IJI9¥,'i?.7n~ • 01138 .ou5oo 012 "liZ 51? -31" 4nno,4105 .01')1'; B.126?n25~f•n1 

, .. 61}7 l 1119;.44442 • 01171 •oosso 512 •t12 512 ·Jiz 4000•39818 • 001 1 i?•4694JS.;tc;f•n4 

61t '• 1119¥,47~55 -. 01 Jz5 •oo7•o 512 "JIZ 51> •31? 4noo•ttno2 • 0011 I•47o47BtQE+n4 
6/J7f. 1119;,4~?67 "•OQ~~l •oo57o 51 2 "liZ s12 -Jiz •ooo•J99o • 00 i I ?•339~974""'E•ntt 

61}77 llJ9;,4~119r.; •002UI •no67o 512 "liZ Sl? ·31z 4nOO•J974 '""!"' l•'ii37'351E•n• 
61t7A 11)9<,47427 "•01257 •0047o s12 "112 51? ·31? 4!"00•4(102' • OOll 3•('19i?b155hF•n• 
6/}79 1119<.49?9!> ·oii723 •00450 512 "112 51? -31? 4000o399~ •0015 ?•~3A!!Iof'27f+n4 

(b) JT, G ERRO~ CHI 

NO, J IN G SQJARf 
J 

-2.00?13400 n, 5o?9'P587?E•OI 
-2.002135~· ,00000033 3o393,37AOE•Ol 

1 -2,0u?l354' .00000033 ltl9.'3~37AOE+Ol 

HU~ FRo"uF 'CY RESlnUAI. fHEQ E~ROR F M ~ .; DC"LTA H wEtG.;r 

NO, l>tCI5EC I JMCI~ECI IMCI5ECI I !GAuSS I (GAUSe::; I FACTO~ 

'512H9 I 119¥.35~'>7 .on613 .oo:,,o 512 "liZ 51? -31? •noo,J•o• • 00 ll ?.~82013Jn[•04 

S?Hlo 111 Q~. )4 "'l'i -.oJi~l? .oo57o 512 -!I? 51?. -312 4(1QQ.3410 • on 1 I ?.·1399944)f+04 

Szdii 1119¥,)SQ41 .on97J •008~0 5/2 "112 512 -31? 4000.340? , no 11 t•t.,7S75Qnf•n• 
5?dl? I 119<,3342;> -.otjo77 •00670 512 "liZ 512 •31? •ooo.335? • on 1 1 l•H)37;;t5}Qf+04 

5?813 1119~.33182 -.on476 •0040t: 512 "112 51? •V? 4nno,33SR .oo 1 I "•R;to2?R.,.QE+n4 
5/29) 1119<.37405 •On~5! •oo>'io 512 "II? 512 •312 •noo.34&q •OO"l l•~090?t9Qf+n4 

512'? }J}9~,)'R?9 •0094) •0067o 512 -112 512 -312 4t\1)0. ]43~ •00 i I l•l:l]J1,5}~f+,4 

51293 l1l'F~,3h.-:ht •Otn26 •ooB1o 512 -II? 512 -312 •ooo.3•o7 •00~1 Q,Q5644}7~F+tH 

5129• 1119~.)]9'<7 -.onoBI •OO)RU 51? "II? 512 ··312 4noo.3373 •0014 le37}9t23""E+n4 
51295 I 1199,39372 • 01 ,.~ 1 -"oo57o 'iiZ "II? 512 ·31? 4nQQ•3524 • no 11 ?•"3999t.41E•o4 
5/2% IIJ9'1,3Y94A • 01 ~53 •0057o 512 "liZ 512 -31? 4nno.35'4 • on 1 I ::»·"399944tF.•o• 
51297 1 1199,'"'3 -.ol9b! ·00350 512 "112 512 •31? 4000.3521 • on; 1 4e4454()381F."+I')4 

(c) n. G ERROR C~l 

NO, IN G S'l'JARf 
J 

-2.00213400 n, ?o?66Q3939E•O? 
-2.~0212906 • 00000033 6.~54Sc;:>A9r:+OO 

•2,00212'104 ,00000033 6.554~S?q5E•OO 

MUt~ F~::OUft\!C r RESlnUAI. F ~c" E~<•oo ~ H n~E"LTA " wEIG"'T 
NO, l>tCISECI I·"CI~ECI IMCISECI IGAuSSI 13AU'5~) FAcTOP 

St265 lt2r~.7~AfJ .otoSo •009ltl 3/2 liZ ]12 -117 4no0.347.1 .onib 9.7o2I•ISRf•o1 
51266 1 1 u•· 7~?89 •OJOBJ •ouJHo 312 II? 312 •jl~ 41"100•3414 •On4) ,-;.7o84n9R.,E•n3 
51271 ll20~•f-1371S -, 0 i)Q64 •oo57o 312 JIZ V2 ·tlz 4no0•3bAn •0012 ?•?J4A13JQE+!l4 
51273 ll?I)~•BnQ7B ··oo21• •ooS?o 312 112 31? ·tl? 4ooOo35S6 • no 11 ,.~~;AzoJR7?f• n• 
5/214 11<'C'•"I626 , 00 b34 •00310 312 112 312 •}I? 4(100•3549 • on 11 c;.n364Q69~E•n• 
51270, 1121)·· 7,J~~7 -·oi\29• •OU33U 312 i/2 312 •]12 4!'100•3477 • 00 ll 4•7Jt47i?J7F.•n4 
5127~ ll2o¥,7Q441 ··o0o65 •004~0 312 112 liZ •jl;> 4nooe349_, • 00 i I l·•Roo~<79~E•n• 
51?77 11 ?.'J ~. 7Qi,r:9 ··ono33 •oo3qo 312 112 )12 •)I? 4no0•35ot • 001 1 4•o5to::q.c,QF•n• 
5127H 112C~•74Pi4Y -.o 0o9• •00310 312 112 312 -JI;> 4000•3511 • 0011 4•7l14724lE•n4 

(d) 
JT, E~ROQ :~I 

NO, IN r, c;Q.JA~E 

j 

-2,ou21Hoo o, ]oS9JQ94r.~oOJ 

-2.0021350? ,000000lt4 J,n67~599~E•Ol 

-2.002!3502 ,00000044 lo067~599<;Eo0) 

RUN F~~Ullf'\l('f OES!nUAi. F~EY ERO(IR ~ H O~LTA >I •EIG•H 
NU, I"CISF:CI (MCISECI IMCISECI I GAUSS I ( :;AUSc;) FACTOR 

St2Al 11 ?o~.'-'4i?6T -.oOooo •003M(J 3/2 II? ~ 12 ·II? ~tnoo.J54~ .ooil 4•(15JO?J7nE•n4 
5/2H? l12G~ep;417I -.oJiii• .nos~c 312 112 1/2 •II? 4ooo.J547 • 00 i I ?t4f-19412f-ICO,f•ll4 
512R~ lt2o;>.RJ962 ·0~141 •O(l67Q 312 l/2 31~ -II;> •noo.34<;9 • 0011 JoA]J7?56~f•n4 
512H6 lt2tJ~,Ro73b -.one•s .oo57o 312 112 ll? •)/2 •ooo.Hso • on l 1 ?•1399QSt~E•o• 
51287 112o~.Ru'•73 -.onQ84 .oosso 312 liZ 3/? •}I? •noo.3446 • nn; 1 '?•4"9"-~2~4E+n4 
512BA 112'l~·"?o7 0 •0]476 •oo4Ao 312 J/2 ~I? ·tl? •ooo.J447 • on' 1 l•no434r.•V:•o4 

4.0-kG data: (a) a, field nonnal; (b) a, field :-eversed; 
(c) !3, field normal; ('I a_, S, field reversed. 
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(a) JT. 
(; ERRO> C><l j;\ 

IN G ~Q•JAOf 
... 

NU, 

-2.00213400 0. lo783~01R9E•Ol 

-2 .voi 1 '154 1 o00000060 loT 79M?49E•OI 
-2.ov?IJ547 .oooooo6o lo\79~b?SOE•O I 

• 
HUN F ~ ~ rJuF. ~jc r Qf SlnUAL. F~fY EO~Oo F ~ H OfLTA .. Wf!G .. T 
NO., f-'(/';f(J <"CI~ECI CMCtSECI 1 2 IGAlJSSI fGAUSC:) FACTOO 

6tn? ·~fo~.3;>7?J ell044 1 •005':10 5t2 -1n St? -3/? 3~00o36~1 • onia ].7o-.Bn45JE•n• 
6/??3 •l74~·3.?C".,b4 -·nnl73 • oo8oo 5/2 -112 V? -31? J5on•369~ •nolo 1•391B74J~E·n~ 
6/224 t')f~~-21"-~I .. -·on626 •002~0 51? -112 512 -3'2 3Soo·3S37 •00!0 f'le8467o456E•n4 
612?5 '-l79~•1n?]ct. •0?120 •oos'o "2 -!1? 5/2 -31? 1~00•35?5 •00'0 1•~225474,E•o• 

(b)~~: 
G ERRO, c~1 

I' r, SQJAOE 
J 

-~.ovZ13eton Oo 7.MST 7409E+OO 
-2.0V21H9o .000('1006:? 5, 7JHA9R~E+OO 
-2.0021 H9o .0000006? So 714nA9A5E +00 

1-llJN Fi1::1~J~. 'I('( OfSloUAL. Ft<EQ EROOO H O~='LTA " oE!GHT 

NO, I <CISFC I <~CI~ECI <MC/SECI IGAUSSI c:;AUSc;) FACTOO 

6t236 ·174~.2H1 h7 • u 1 n1J2 ·00440 5/2 -1/2 5/2 -)n 3500o3509 .oo?s le43?541',4)E•n• 
6t237 '~ fll~.271~3 .unv2o ·OU570 512 -112 512 -3/2 35oo.353o .nolo 2o47920I84E•n• 
6/238 ·J7Y.,,,?bqt-'3 -.utiA4o .oo&7o 5/2 -1/2 512 -31? 3Soo.35?o .onto ,,qQ62536?f•n• 
6/239 ,,7tH.zs77~ -·01?.55 .oo7Ro 5/2 -112 512 -31?. 1~00o35o4 •OOln t•4559too~r:•n• 
62311 •J79~ ,?f-.h4h -,(;n\42 .ootJRo 51? -1/2 5/.2 -31? 3500o3497 .on1o le\7251).('1f•()4 
6zJI? •) 7Q~. '~"· 17 !) •Onf:l'-~6 •ooS7o 5/2 -112 51? -312 J'oo.3:.9~ •0n10 ,.47921"1tFrJE·o~ 

(Jtl. G EROO> ::~I 

C NU, IN G S(hJA~~ 

-2.00213000 ~. 8el'l53417'tlE•OO 
-2. 0021332• • 0000007) 7 •• 03H>neE•OO 
-2.0021332• .oooooon 7.1,0J79~07E•OO 

HUt~ F !-<':: IJ~l~ ~If. Y ~fSlnUAL. F~fQ E~OOQ M .. n~LTA .. WE13 ... T 
NU, !'1(/C::.FCJ I~Ct<;ECI I~C/SEC I 2 I GAUSS I f~AUSC:) FAcTO<! 

6t227 'lM(, ~, 7t h~M -.ante,~ .oos~u 3/2 1/? 3/2 -1n l500o3:.o2 .nn~I Q,,q92956~<~f•l"ll 

btU A n'ir, ~. 71 qt)M •Ofl~42 •ooSln 312 }/2 3/2 -11? J500o3H7 •00)0 t•~sooF'•J7f•n• 
6/229 q~(i-i•7JSSH ·uon2? •oo4~n J/2 II? l/2 

_,,, 
JSoo•3•92 •0014 l•ll621S69E•n• 

62210 'Hip"i• 7 ,?1? 1 •OO(o~l •oo6"o 312 J/2 Jl? -I'? l500•35t7 • on 11 1••Ao5J96•E•n• 
6??11 ';..c 0 '1,hHr~fi(J -.c43o7 •oi6qo l/2 112 312 -1'2 3'QOo3536 •0010 l•447259o3E•o3 

( 11· 
G EHRO~ Ct-tl 

d),.u. J IN G <;QJA'>E 
J 

-2. 0U2>13400 n • 2· ?25?0053E+O I 
-2.vu21HB~ ,nooooo<;~ lol04l919?E+01 
-?.ou213SB• .ooo·ooo~~ lol04l9193f.+OI 

KUf·J F~~t.JUr '1( f Q€SiniJA~ F14E IJ E~~OQ F .. i"J~L T A .. •EJG.-r 
NO, I~C/~fCI f .,.Cic;F C) I MCISEC I I I GAuSS I !GAUSe:) FACTOO 

6t231 '11i(1 I.\. 7 j ]]"7 .onloo •00520 3/2 !tl 1/2 -It> 3~0.0• 3478 .oo14 i?••l02n5?.f,F•o• 
bt23? lH[)~,71S]f, -.cr)J2B ·00470 J/2 112 112 -II? l5o0.34SB ~oolo lol40508~4f•04 

6t2n 'Hlu~. 7?S41.} .on77t .noS?u 312 l/2 l/2 -II? 1500o3.455 .no10 )e'~6651541E'•n4 

6/2 )4 q J.l ~) ~ • ·r ?e. I '5 •lltl~uo\ •00610 3/2 112 31? -1'2 35QOo3449 •001~ I•7672Q2)QE'•n4 
6~l]C, ·~A:)'1,6QQ14 -·Cd44S -oo5no 112 112 J/2 -11> JCiQOe3441 ·0010 1en44Sr;}41E•n• 

3.5-kG data: (a) a, field nonnal; (b) a, field reversed; ,; 

(c) (:3, field nonnal; (d) (:3, field reversed. 

., ' 

II ,, 
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(a) !1. G ERROQ CHI 
NO. j [N G ~~UARE 

. J 
-2,0021 Hoo n, lo70I007I~E•OI 

'? •Z,0021HII .ooooooo;e loh9P7liOE•OI 
J• •2,0021Hll .oooooo5~ lo697~7)09E•01 

"' kJI! fo~~~JF~ 1 CY "f.S[~UAL. F"EO E~QOP " n<L.TA " o£ IGHT 
l>jl). (<1(/C,F'(l < ~C/SECI IMC/SECl CGavSSJ C56USC:l F acTnq 

bti64 ~395.f.~':\92 -.ol?O~t •OOb!O 5/2 "1/2 512 -312 ~q99,8311 .0012 :?.en78Slb2Rf•Ott 

• b/t~'> flJqS.7r-C~.5 0 •on523 •oo73o 5/2 "1/2 5/2 -312 2q99,85o9 •oon9 1•11;93Jn95QE•n• 
b/}6f. ~j93•7nss 0 • 0:?,9?. •01370 5'2 "1'2 51? "3 12 2q99. 851] •oot\9 5•169\lSSoF•nJ 
bl[.h 7 '-1.]9~.7,.,~01 • 0 !211 •00440 512 "II? 512 -312 ?q99,QHo •001. 2••913~B3nf•n• 
6/108 ~3q::,.7At;tu • ._,(1655 •oo47o 512 "112 5/2 -312 ?Q99.849? •onA9 3•5B9B9774E•o4 
6/}69 03~'>.73332 "•01113 •OU4-'0 5/2 "II? V2 •]I? 2q99.B44? ·onnQ 4e?724t8S~E'•n4 

flJtllo '1]9?, 74'334 ··o(i31• •01000 5/2 "1'2 5/2 , -3'2 2~.99 .8449 •notl9 q•4548l~04£•n3 
~ )b II q39:,. 7474? - • or:?6o •00~50 512 •liZ 512 -3/~ 2Q~9.B46J •OOll) 1•n2514133E•n• 

(b) 
II, EWRn~ r"l 
1\iU. I' G Stl.JAQE 

-2,00213400 o. bo52H8~67E•OI 

-2.u0213761 .ooonoo•~ l.n?7717n~E•Ol 

-z.uu21H'! .ooooco•~ lo0271!702£•01 

kd11 F 1-l!:l~i.JF_ "'tCY ):H'.SJrllAL. FRt~ E.Z-f~O~ " nrLTA H oEIG•H 

•'110. c•u~cCJ fMC/SEC I <MCI>ccl 13AUSS> <'~U~~) FAcT ~R 

51 J 1 '' ..IJ"'.,.-ll ?1 '.J • '""I~ .no740 512 •II? S/2 •3/2 ?Q99,Btlo~ .oon9 l•"'521Ft34"'E"•n• 
5/3!'> !.c1)93.'-',~7~ .. •On46~ • o I o5o 512 "112 512 -31? ?099,8509 .onA9 •·~195n3?7f•o3. 

5/31h "'~3~:;.7~1~2 -.[!)1139 •lll!&qlt 5/2 "10 512 •3/2 ?.Q99,B~94 ·01Jf"'9 t.8735n23qf•n4 
S.t 3J7 n)Y:,,777~4 .un5uo •OU84n <;/2 "II? 51? -31? ?Q99,84R9 .oo~q l•11ol7o11E•o• 
hll! I? ~·3~:,. 71-,459 - • 11 n I~ 1 •Oo470 51? "1/2 512 -3/~ ?Q99,R465 .oonQ 1•5~9AQSt7E•o• 

6/oJ) q)9:.:,. 711., 3 ··uoRv(') •OIJ74U 512 "1/2 512 -3/~ 2Q99,B3ol •OO~Gl l•6521~3ct.!:i~•o4 

6tol4 'lJl.l:;,7~~,M~ • 0 1)445 •oo7Io 512 •tl? 5/2 -312 ?Q99,83to •001"\Q 1•7'30l?o,QF•o• 
f,/p}C.., •qCf?,7ll?2 ·ono3?. • oc. J7u 512 "1'2 512 -31? ?q99,821'19 •01)(19 >•139811S~E•n• 
6/ iJ} h I 11]~:;.1?1~0 •0\217 • ou61 '' 512 "1/2 51? -31~ ?q99,R?72 .onn9 ~·l26BRI91E•o• 
h/u.J., J<)~.:.,.7'31:j4} -."n722 •0[)57(1 512 "1'2 S/2 -31? ?Q9Q .EhS4 •noti9 ;;~,J'It397tJ~f•n4 

b/1/ I j.( n 39;, '" r ;II) ··oo55o • oo~·H.t <;12 "II? 512 ·liZ 2QQ9,EI4b4 .onnQ J,rtR]94074f•l')c. 

(c) 
II. G ERROR C~-41 

NU, J IN G ~~UARE 

J 
•2.002D•on o. 2o3351755SE•OI 
·2,oo213o2n ,l)oonoos? S.4540l09tE•OO 
•2.ou213b2~ .uooooos~ 5.454nlt192f•OO 

~I) I. f ~:::(J..Jf 'I(Y :.tt:.Slr,UAL. fo"j.(£(J E4"UR 0;-L T A ~ oEIG"T 
1~1) • C"'C''-'F.'t:l [MC"ECl fMC/oECI l:iAJ~I)) UHUSc;) FACTOR 

l>tiSi ~4i'O,?!..i1?9 ·.un32' .or.44u 3/2 112 l/2 •I/~ ?099,8712 .ol'l,;y "·Q7994Q)4F'•04 

#)1\~.: 114(;~·.?"4~2 •on4~3 •on~?u 312 112 312 -II? 2Q99,8b9~ •f"'fll4 lo863387?Af•n• 
6/1~1 11.4 tl~ • ?H 1 /f:J •0(1]75 •on5 7 o 312 112 312 "1 12 2999.~689 ·ooM9 ?•~139725?E•o4 

6/l'i• '-14(;.,•?~1~1 "•o13~3 •oo7ou Jl2 1'2 112 "1'2 2Q99.8b~l •onn9 1·•6~7920lE•o4 
6/ J ')':. (14 (: "· ?...,c;,.,' •ono~? •003nn 312 II? l/2 ·II? ?999,8635 .oon9 ~. 77231AosE • o• 
6/JSI-: ~4~~·l-'7~':iJ • 0 ;,o13 • Q(Jb4(J 312 II? J/2 "1 12 ?q99,8643 •on12 l•q2B2?2o4E• o• 
6/1~., Q4[J'.,?C.., 0 14 ··ooo55 •006Jo 312 i/? 31? -II? 2999. Ho 13 •OonQ ?•1268A2A•E•o• 

r. G ERROR C~l 

(d) "· IN G SQUARE 
J 

-2.00213400 o. 6o3042970SE•OI 
•2,00213bl~ .oooooo•1 3.5523830\E•OI 
•2,0021361~ .00000041 3,<;5238300E•OI 

~u~ Ff.lE:Q!Jf."JCY R<SlnUAl F"E.U ERROR f M • M ~ DELTA k •EIGHT 

.o. C•CI>~CI l "C/~EC I <MCISECI I ~ 2 lG~USSJ IGAUS~I FACTOR 

6/U?I ~4()~.?.6,27 • oo613 ·00350 J/2 112 312 •1/2 ?q99,B6!9 .0014 J,7446?912E•o• 
6t0?3 -141)ti,?';J?)b ·01022 ·00400 J/2 )/2 312 -l/2 2999,8555 .ooil 3.9o321202E•o• 
f,/1)?.4 ~t4ob.?119o -.o?3Bo •OlOS(l 3/2 l/2 3/.? •)/? 2999,8532 .no it A,?987j55lE•o3 
6/1 l? ·~41)&. ~1>~29 •Oo223 •00,.70 3/2 II? 3/2 •II? ?.999,Ron ·001')9 3oS8989744E•o4 
0/1 j l ~4o~·2f:l45'~ ·oiin98 ·oo69o 112 !12 V2 •II? 2999,86]! •0009 l•B735o3ooE•o• 
6/J4J '•o~>.?.6493 .... on917 .ooHo J/2 II? 3/? •II? 2999,8669 .ooOQ 3.~89897HF•o4 

6/j~? li40b.~7615 -.on1s2 ·01410 3/2 1/2 3/2 ·112 2999,A68? .nonq .,R88I~OJ5F•oJ 

6/j43 ~4oJ~,,;t~799 •oOI226 .oo32o 3/2 1/2 J/l •1/2 ?q99,869J .nolo s.~284-9HJE•o• 

6/ J .... "•n~.~7l43 -.o\?15 .on& to 3/2 l/2 3/? -in 2999,87)0 .oon9 >.J0062•7oE•o• 
6/J4S l.j4~(1,·2'"''72 .o.;s•5 •00]50 3/2 I /2 l/2 •II?. 2999,A&o9 .oo?l ?•1)709430:?E•04 
6/i .. ,.., ,..4ob.,c;;,67~ .unoo3 .oo7lo 312 II? l/2 •J/2 2999,8bo7 .oo,o loi965~J86E•04 

6.1}-.7 ~400,?9723 ,01471 .00660 J/2 \I? l/? •l/2 ?Q99.8699 ,oon9 2.n27ll04qf•n• 
6/14'"' «•o~.3o131 •0152" •00610 l/2 i/2 l/2 •II~ ?999,87!1 .ooo9 \ ?•J268A2AAF•04 

3.0-kG data: (a) _01.' field nonnal; (b) G, field reversed; 
(c) S, field normal; (d) S, field reversed. 
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